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Since the first news of the COVID-19 in January 2020 up until the presentation of this report, the pandemic has caused 109 million cases and over 2.4 million deaths worldwide. Inevitably, in their attempts to halt the spread of the virus, over the course of the last year governments have taken unprecedented measures in the form of business closures and mobility bans. This has led to a sharp downturn in supply (production) and demand, which, coupled with the climate of extreme uncertainty, has caused economic activity around the world to collapse. According to data from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the global economy shrank by 3.5% in 2020, the steepest decline in recent decades. Moreover, unlike in other financial crises, all economic regions have experienced sharp drops or slowdowns in their activity, in a global economy that is increasingly interconnected through multiple channels (commercial, investment, financial).

Among advanced economies, the greatest impact was seen in the Eurozone (-7.2%) and the United Kingdom (-10%), two of the areas that were hardest hit by the pandemic, with the United States (-3.4%) shrinking somewhat less. In terms of emerging economies, the decline in activity in Latin America (-7.4%) and India (-8%) was particularly significant. The exception among the major economies was China, whose economic performance, although far below previous years, still enjoyed positive growth rates in 2020 (+2.3%). It should be noted that the collapse of economic activity in the world would have been much greater had it not been for the exceptional measures taken by governments to come to the rescue of the private sector and families. The scale of the monetary and fiscal response, particularly in the United States and the European Union, is almost unprecedented and marks a step forward and a possible point of no return in the role assumed by states in a crisis of this magnitude.

In any case, in 2021 the consensus is that the world economy will bounce back, and the IMF forecasts growth of 5.5%, supported mainly by the effectiveness and spread of the vaccine and in anticipation of greater control of the health crisis, which will allow the economy to return to growth. However, this scenario continues to be shrouded in uncertainty, and the countries’ economic activity will recover at different speeds depending on their access to vaccines and their vaccination capacity, but also on the strengths and vulnerabilities of their business sector in the post-crisis period. In addition to the peculiarities of this particular crisis and its possible short-term repercussions, it should be noted that the pandemic would leave significant structural changes in various areas, notably in terms of accelerating technological disruption in business and tempering globalization as we know it today.

Sovereign wealth funds have not escaped the impact of this extraordinary economic situation in the world economy, and have sought to reorient their strategies in response to these exceptional circumstances. In any case, in an environment with a need for high investment to drive economic recovery, the role of these instruments, which for the first time in history surpassed the 9 trillion dollars barrier in
assets under management, is more important than ever before. They can play a critical role as both a fiscal cushion and in leading strategic investment projects for a more sustainable future. It should be recalled that sovereign wealth funds have become mainstream players in the world financial economy, both influenced by and influencing business trends. This sovereign wealth funds report, a joint project by ICEX-Invest in Spain and IE University, offers a rigorous in-depth analysis of these and other issues that are essential for an understanding of the new economic landscape in which we currently live. It also maps the 95 active sovereign funds, with their investment and portfolio-forming strategies.

According to the current 2020 edition of the report, the pandemic has reinforced pre-existing thematic trends among long-term investors. In addition, the report shows the heterogeneity and paradoxes of an industry in transformation. SWFs keep pushing for alternative sources of energy, mobility or food, investing heavily in tech-based companies and focusing on four major markets: the United States, China, India and the United Kingdom. Simultaneously, real estate (not only industrial but offices and hotels) and infrastructure (not only communications but mid-stream natural gas assets and road transportation) remain attractive target sectors. As said, SWFs have been instrumental during the pandemic supporting some of the large-scale vaccine development programs, procuring medical equipment, or contributing to national economic and social emergency plans. This emergency focus and the uncertainty of the global lockdowns explain why from July 2019 to September 2020, the total value of sovereign fund transactions was down to 43 billion dollars, a heavy drop compared to our previous report, yet not translated to deal activity, which continued strong and focus on technology, life sciences and services.

In addition to these trends, the analysis in this ninth edition is enriched by several aspects of interest and includes an in-depth focus on one sector, one region and one sovereign fund. Concerning the sector, we examine the continued interest in logistics real estate reinforced by the rise of e-commerce in the post-pandemic world. The study of the geographic area consists of a novel analysis of the sovereign funds currently operating in Latin America, with a proposal that they can be used both as instruments for stabilizing the economic cycle and for strategic investment goals. The "in-depth" analysis focuses on China Investment Corporation (CIC), the world’s second-largest of its kind and one of the main investment arms of the Chinese government. Finally, we include a ranking of the currently active and prospective sovereign wealth funds and analyse the latest transactions carried out in Spain. As in previous years, we hope the report will generate greater and better knowledge of these institutional investors, and that it will continue to be a useful tool for professionals in the field of investment.
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**SOVEREIGN WEALTH FUNDS 2020**

**A Year of “Living Dangerously”: The COVID Pandemic and Sovereign Wealth Fund Direct Investments in 2019-2020**

As stores of surplus capital, a primary raison d’etre of many SWFs is to serve as fiscal buffers to provide fiscal support to owner governments. During the COVID pandemic, as lockdowns deepened, economic activity ground to a stop, impeding revenue generation, while dramatically increasing the demands on fiscal resources both directly and indirectly. In many cases, sovereign funds were called on to offset burgeoning budget gaps and to stabilize rapidly depleting fiscal resources even as budgets were cut and affected governments scrambled to find other available funding – including credit – to backstop the economic and financial impacts of the crisis. Reported drawdowns were widespread, ranging from large funds such as in Qatar, Russia, Singapore, and even Norway, where nearly 5% of the Government Pension Fund Global’s capital was earmarked for fiscal support, to small funds – as in Ghana, Nigeria, or Botswana – that are far less well-resourced.

Beyond direct fiscal support to owner governments, SWFs engaged in a variety of other supplemental measures, designed to provide relief to distressed sectors of local economies. Mubadala Investment Company (United Arab Emirates), for example, rolled out a $114 million rent relief plan in the retail, residential, office, and hospitality sectors. In Russia, the Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF) has been actively engaged in various phases of its government’s vaccine development efforts, including investing in vaccine production. Besides, when and where appropriate, funds – from Singapore or Malaysia to Turkey have stepped in to fund or recapitalize local firms operating in key state sectors.

---

**The most active Sovereign Wealth Funds 2019-2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund Name</th>
<th>Deal Count</th>
<th>% of Total Deals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temasek</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>36.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIC Pte Ltd.</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mubadala</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar Investment Authority</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Direct Investment Fund</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDP Equity</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COFIDES</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey Wealth Fund</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abu Dhabi Investment Authority</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Deal count and % of total deals* - July 2019-September 2020

Source: Sovereign Wealth Research (IE Center for the Governance of Change) and SovereigNET (Fletcher School, Tufts University).
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Our 2019–20 survey of sovereign wealth fund transactions spans July 2019 to September 2020 and consists of 165 transactions across 16 funds, representing aggregate deal value for transactions with data available—about 128—of over $43 billion. Deal size averaged $264 million, but with considerable range. For example, there were 22 deals above $500 million and 40 deals under $100 million. Notwithstanding such distinctions, our “Covid” sample, in many respects bears the striking hallmark of prior studies concerning participation and investing geographies, while continuing to evolve with markets and technologies in terms of sector allocation. This includes, importantly, the level of co-investing. In 2019–2020, approximately, at least 70% of the transactions identified involved other investors in both public and private sectors.

By geography based on the deal count, the United States, China, United Kingdom, and India, together account for 58% of the transactions in our sample. SWFs invest in technology, services, and life sciences, followed by real estate and finance. Globally we observe no major disruptions in geographic destinations but sector preferences deepen preexisting trends.

As it rages on, the Covid pandemic has engendered one of the largest global economic contractions in history. Investment activity in private markets has likewise contracted, direct investments by sovereign funds have inevitably been impeded. Those funds with demonstrated capacity in deal generation, sourcing, and execution were less so, as the experiences of Temasek and GIC suggest. Notwithstanding, from July 2019 through September 2020, following well-established prior-year investment trends framed by geography and sector, the largest and most endowed sovereign funds once again dominated SWF direct investments. This reinforces a predominant point: Direct investment is largely the domain of institutional investors that have developed private market capacity, can maintain a long-term horizon for a least a portion of their portfolio, and have sufficient net assets to be able to bear liquidity risk. These attributes were prominent in our findings and accentuated by the experiences of the funds included in our sample.

Time, patience, and medical science will soon make fast work of Covid-19. Retrospectively, when reflecting on the experiences of SWFs during the pandemic, attention most certainly will turn to the depletion of assets due to drawdowns and the long term effects of slow economic growth, zero-bound interest rates, and low expected returns. However, perhaps the better key performance indicator will be the long-term resilience of SWFs exhibited through their practices—and adaptive responses—of “living dangerously”. Read more about how SWFs developed adaptive responses in Ireland, Russia or India, among others. Also, explore the preferred sectors and geographies of SWFs during the pandemic year here both in deal count and total transaction value.

Top 5 sectors 2019-2020
Percentage of total deal volume*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Sciences</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Sovereign Wealth Research (IG Center for the Governance of Change) and SovereigNET (Fletcher School, Tufts University).

* July 2019–September 2020

Pillars of the post-pandemic economy: SWFs go from hotels to warehouses

The COVID-19 crisis has accelerated a shift in logistics and supply chains around the world. International companies have long been looking to diversify from one manufacturing channel such as China, but the crisis has now pressed the need to develop alternate strategies in other countries or new processes at home. There will also be a significant change in demand on the side of the consumer, which will be either permanent or short-lasting.

One of the most glaring issues surrounding global supply chains is the fact that many countries have relied on Asia, specifically China for their critical supplies. For example, the U.S has relied upon China for medical supplies and personal protective equipment (PPE) during the crisis. This has resulted in large shipments that take weeks to arrive onshore and even broken contracts between the two countries. A solution could be to develop sophisticated health care infrastructure within the home country at the national, regional, and local level.

Due to the fragility of global supply chains now exposed by the pandemic, increased scrutiny on foreign direct investment (FDI) into healthcare technologies and lessened overseas trade could have multiple effects. Although the processes will be more arduous and will be subject to enhanced oversight, the decline in global trade could accelerate a greener economy. A physical global trade decline and an increase in remote working capabilities are...
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E-commerce Revenue Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Fashion</th>
<th>Electronics and Media</th>
<th>Toys, Hobby and DIY</th>
<th>Furniture and Appliances</th>
<th>Food and Personal Care</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1,663.01</td>
<td>1,385.6</td>
<td>1,930.1</td>
<td>2,723.99</td>
<td>3,173.3</td>
<td>11,337.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>1,437.8</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>2,973.6</td>
<td>3,477.3</td>
<td>3,723.3</td>
<td>14,535.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>2,973.6</td>
<td>3,477.3</td>
<td>3,723.3</td>
<td>14,535.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>2,973.6</td>
<td>3,477.3</td>
<td>3,723.3</td>
<td>14,535.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>2,973.6</td>
<td>3,477.3</td>
<td>3,723.3</td>
<td>14,535.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>2,973.6</td>
<td>3,477.3</td>
<td>3,723.3</td>
<td>14,535.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>2,973.6</td>
<td>3,477.3</td>
<td>3,723.3</td>
<td>14,535.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>2,973.6</td>
<td>3,477.3</td>
<td>3,723.3</td>
<td>14,535.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>1,939.1</td>
<td>2,973.6</td>
<td>3,477.3</td>
<td>3,723.3</td>
<td>14,535.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Statista (Forecast adjusted for expected impact of COVID-19), November 2020

Projected to decrease overall emissions. One study in Nature has projected a decrease of 4% to 7% if restrictions remain throughout 2020.

New Trends in Commerce and the Nature of Work
One area of the world of work during the pandemic is the necessity of remote workplaces. The overarching question is whether long term productivity in companies will increase. If so, there could be permanent changes in workplace dynamics, but one concern is how company culture will be affected. In-person interactions that facilitate the spontaneous sharing of ideas and brainstorming activities may be negatively impacted with a part of the workforce moved online.

E-commerce has now become the focal point of change in the world economy and is projected to rise from 47% in 2020 to 60% in 2024 in terms of user penetration. The consequences of such a rise include an ongoing need for data infrastructure and a shift from brick-and-mortar style inventory to warehouses and fulfillment centers.

Sovereign interest in industrial real estate is trending upwards since 2015. Today, warehouses and the wider logistics sub-sector represent 40% of all SWF real estate exposure by deal transaction value. SWFs have collaborated with some of the largest private and public owners and managers of logistics globally. It is difficult to find a large transaction of logistics assets portfolios without the participation of an SWF, either directly or through established joint ventures.

Prologis, Inc., the San Francisco-based logistics giant, has collaborated with multiple SWFs. Norges Bank Investment Management has established in both European and US logistic markets. On its part, Abu Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA) collaborated with Prologis too in another logistics project in China in 2011, which has now turned into a perpetual fund in 2019 named the Prologis China Core Logistics Fund, worth $3.5 billion.

Singapore’s GIC has been one of the most active industrial real estate investors in recent years. Its notable partnerships include a joint venture with Australian ESR developing a logistics fund focused on strategic locations around Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane. GIC has a history of large logistics project investments. These include the acquisition of European logistics property firm PS in 2016, a portfolio of properties from Apollo Global Management, and the creation of Global Logistic Properties in 2011 alongside the China Investment Corporation, and partnerships with ADIA in data infrastructure companies such as Cellnex and Equinix.
SWFs are establishing themselves as strategic owners of warehouses and data centers used by global companies delivering goods and entertainment worldwide. The consumer ecosystem transformation, shorter supply chains, and restrictive global trade regulation represent new challenges for SWFs but also provide opportunities to adjust their long-term strategy to meet this rapid pandemic-induced paradigm shift. Continue learning how regulation changed to increase the scrutiny on state-backed investors in Europe and beyond.

Latin America and the Caribbean SWFs: From fighting the Covid-19 to unveiling strategic opportunities.

The effects of the Covid-19 crisis in Latin America will stay in the region for the coming years. That is the conclusion of an ECLAC report released in October 2020. By March 2020, only a quarter of the population in the region was able to work from home. Thus the “stay-at-home” policies extensively applied in the region, to reduce mobility and prevent the spread of the virus, have had a tremendous impact on 76% of the workforce in the region. Almost 45% of jobs are in contact-intensive sectors (like restaurants, retail stores, or public transportation), compared to just over 50% for emerging markets. Moreover, more than half of the population has no medical coverage, in the midst of this world pandemic. The result of these factors is that poverty rates could go back to 2005 levels, and extreme poverty could reach almost 20% in the region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fondo de Estabilización Económica y Social</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondo de Reserva de Pensiones</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>Contributions suspended</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heritage and Stabilization Fund</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondo de Estabilización Fiscal</td>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>105%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondo de Ahorro y Estabilización</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondo Mexicano del Petróleo</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondo de Ahorro de Panamá</td>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondo de Estabilización Macroeconómica</td>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Resources Fund</td>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savings and Stabilization Fund</td>
<td>Suriname</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>42.20</strong></td>
<td><strong>29.90</strong></td>
<td><strong>13.27</strong></td>
<td><strong>N/A</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Sovereign Wealth Research (IE Center for the Governance of Change)
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The efforts made by Latin American governments to fight back the medical, economic and social crisis amounted to 8% of the regional real GDP, as of November 2020.[1]

Within those extraordinary measures, Latin American countries have issued new debt (the debt to GDP ratio is expected to grow 10 percent points in one year), financed credit institutions and withdrawn resources from sovereign stabilization funds. Every effort is needed, given the region is expected to be the hardest hit by Covid-19 in the developing world.[2]

In this chapter, we show how countries which had maintained prudent fiscal positions and instruments over the last decade were better prepared to fight this pandemic. In all of these sovereign buffers have been used during the crisis? In which way sovereign wealth funds helped to alleviate the economic effects of the Covid-19 crisis? What can be learnt? In the second part of the chapter, we will focus on how using the SWFs not only to mitigate the impact of the virus but also on how to adapt the productive models to avoid such impacts in the future, as well as to catalyze opportunities and attract investments through SWFs.

The region has 10 SWFs with assets under management that amounted to more than US$42 billion at the end of 2019. Twelve months and a pandemic later, the total AuM contracted to US$29 billion as of June 2020. The difference, US$13 billion, has been either committed or directly withdrawn by governments to combat the effects of the Covid-19 economic, medical and social crisis. Peru, Colombia, and Chile SWFs accumulate most of this effort with withdrawals totalling US$12.1bn.

An opportunity for strategic development and co-investment and to catalyze FDI into the region. Latin America has traditionally had a low investment level which has inhibited its capacity for growth and development. The investment (as a share of GDP) in the region has averaged 20% over the last 30 years (1990-2019), which is four percentage points lower than the World’s average.

Latin America capital should be long-term oriented, to contribute both to finance industrial development and to contribute to finance industrial development policies, as well as to support infrastructure and capitalize companies of strategic interest for the different governments. As seen, the Latin America SWF industry is heavily oriented toward budget stabilization and fiscal buffer. With regard to this, there is a window of opportunity for a more ambitious SWF strategy that combines fiscal and development objectives and that fosters FDI attraction.

The establishment of sovereign funds with development and strategic purpose has proliferated in recent years, as has the creation of joint operations to co-invest and to catalyze FDI into the region. The region could benefit from adopting these strategies for several reasons. First, as explained below, Latin America has a low level of internal savings and depends on international sources of capital to close this investment gap in comparison to other geographical areas. Second, there are numerous deficiencies affecting productivity. There is a huge deficit of infrastructures, for instance, and manufacturing productivity is quite low due to persistently low levels of innovation. SWFs tend to invest heavily in infrastructure and exporting companies. Third, sovereign funds may generate a call effect on other long-term investors promoting the type of FDI needed in Latin America: long-term, stable and development-oriented. Fourth, the existence of SDFs in the region could remove entry barriers, ease deal sourcing, and reduce legal risks, so that international investment funds can increase their exposure in the region. Continue learning about how different countries used their SWFs to fight back the COVID-19 and how the virus changed the SWFs landscape in the region.

When one thinks of the world’s largest SWFs, the China Investment Corporation (CIC) naturally comes to mind. Exceeding $1 trillion in assets under management, the CIC ranks second among global SWFs. Its size and the developmental trajectory of its ultimate sponsor, the People’s Republic of China, has engendered equal parts fascination and scrutiny from investors, regulators and academics.

The CIC is a microcosm of China’s experimentalist approach to economic governance. This “in-depth” chapter chronicles the CIC’s unique story from inception 13 years ago, which is a story of organizational learning and adaptation at its core. Established in 2007, a handful of reformist policymakers and Wall Street returnees were the architects behind the CIC. Over the years, the organization has evolved from a fledging SWF highly reliant on external expertise to a global SWF with the capacity to move markets. More importantly, CIC is paving a new way forward that is increasingly reflective of its unique identity.

The CIC is in many ways a hybrid entity, adaptive to China’s legacy of socialism manifest in the commitment to state ownership, new industrial policy and a prioritizing of national economic development, but also financialized and marketized forms of economic governance that reflect broader trends in the global economy.

“SWFs In-Depth”. The great experiment: China Investment Corporation in Europe and beyond
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China Investment Corporation: Organisational Structure as at 2018

CIC was established in 2007 as a global SWF, which allowed to diversify of a portion of China’s vast foreign exchange reserves. China had established two SWFs before CIC. One is the State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE) that was established in Hong Kong in 1997. SAFE has been actively managing China’s foreign reserves since then, reaching $3.1 trillion as of December 2019. The other pre-existing fund is the National Social Security Fund (NSSF), established in 2000. It relies almost exclusively on external asset managers, and it is a more conservative fund than CIC. As of 2019, NSSF had $406 billion invested primarily in domestic assets. The CIC is unique as it is the only Chinese SWF that can diversify its foreign reserves acting as a global SWF.

The history of the CIC can be characterized by three phases. The early years from 2007 to 2010, defined by learning, a pared-back organizational structure, and a focus on financial acquisitions. Coinciding with the global financial crisis, the CIC committed to a series of bold financial investments that reflected a willingness to take on risky projects. Next came the middle years from 2011-2014 characterized by a scaling back of the kinds of high-profile investments made in the early period. This is an era of retrenchment for the SWF, with greater attention to organizational capacity building. Around this time, the CIC also ventured into new partnerships with SWFs and private institutional investors via bilateral and multilateral partnerships that resulted in a series of successful infrastructural acquisitions. Finally, in the post-2015 era, the CIC takes flight. With the establishment of CIC Capital, the SWF renewed its commitment to diverse forms of direct investment and partnerships amidst the shifting sands of China’s domestic and international economic outlook. We layout these three periods of CIC development in the penultimate sections of the chapter.

Given the current political economic landscape, we can foresee two key considerations for this key investor. First, CIC will attempt to balance its mandate to diversify foreign exchange reserves with the current thrust of industrial policy, which favors domestic investment. This means the fund will pivot more toward its domestic portfolio and engage in partnerships and consortia deals supported by CIC’s ‘China perspective’ that...
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bring foreign technology to China or cultivate domestic enterprise. The CIC ecosystem is one such long-term strategy that will place the CIC on a trajectory to integrate itself deeper into the intra-state network of SOEs, state banks and funds targeting priority technologies like semiconductors and microchips.

Second, the CIC has autonomy over its own reserves. In contrast, central-level SOEs that are realizing the bulk of foreign projects are heavily invested in BRI countries, which are coordinated at the government-to-government level. For the CIC, whose target markets are non-BRI countries in Europe and North America, minority stakes will be the way forward, but where the commercial terms, regulatory environment and the optics of any given transaction are equally decisive for deal-making.

Unchartered waters lie ahead for SWFs. The CIC’s ability to weather the coming storm is ultimately dependent on its ability to build lasting arrangements to bridge the divide between the demands of China’s domestic and international markets. Continue reading here on how CIC has carved out its own path and what are the next steps for the second largest SWF on earth.
With the first reported cases of the Coronavirus in Wuhan in January 2020, the world had not yet grasped the enormity of what was to come. The arc of the crisis grew more expansive as cases rose first slowly, then with frightening speed across Europe, North America, and beyond. By the end of February 2020 global markets peaked, then, through March, plummeted. In this narrow window developed market equities lost over 30% of their value. Initially, credit markets also froze, until bolstered by an inflow of liquidity by major central banks. With global monetary authorities signaling support, equity and credit markets slowly recovered during April and began an extended climb ending 2021 at record levels. While the recovery in part restored the capital base of sovereign and other institutional investors, wider consequences resulting from the pandemic have continued to affect sovereign funds in a variety of ways. These include drawdowns, supplemental investment and relief programs, and longer term structural changes to investment programs.

As stores of surplus capital, a primary raison d’être of many SWFs is to serve as fiscal buffers to provide fiscal support to owner governments. As lockdowns deepened, economic activity ground to a stop, impeding revenue generation, while dramatically increasing the demands on fiscal resources both directly and indirectly. In many cases, sovereign funds were called on to offset burgeoning budget gaps and to stabilize rapidly depleting fiscal resources even as budgets were cut and affected governments scrambled to find other available funding – including credit – to backstop the economic and financial impacts of the crisis. Reported drawdowns were widespread, ranging from large funds such as in Qatar, Russia, Singapore, and even Norway, where nearly 5% of the Government Pension Fund Global’s capital was earmarked for fiscal support, to small funds – as in Ghana, Nigeria, or Botswana – that are far less well-resourced.

Beyond direct fiscal support to owner governments, SWFs engaged in a variety of other supplemental measures, designed to provide relief to distressed sectors of local economies. Mubadala Investment Company (United Arab Emirates), for example, rolled out a $114 million rent relief plan in the retail, residential, office, and hospitality sectors. The Palestine Investment Fund, an institution integral to the economy of the Authority, mobilized to develop credit relief programs for small and medium size enterprises whose business operations were severely disrupted by the pandemic. In Russia, the Russia Direct Investment Fund (RDIF) has been active.

[1] The authors wish to acknowledge the editorial and data support of Dr. Javier Capape, whose insightful comments and critical commentary have contributed measurably to this report.
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Given the vast scale of the pandemic and the scope of SWF responses, our gaze turned next to Covid impacts on SWF investment activity, specifically that related to direct investments, which require both time and tactile engagement to complete. While investments in liquid securities in public markets are easily supported and executed electronically, private market deals require extensive due diligence and detailed coordination between multiple parties on matters ranging from negotiating terms and deal structuring. Indications from private-equity activity in both Europe and the US – both prominent private markets for SWFs – are that deal-making dropped to a five-year low in the first half of 2020, down 13% in Europe from the prior year and twice that in the US. With borders closed and travel restricted, it is thus natural to expect a slowdown in direct investment activity by SWFs. Our research set out to address this question in the broader context of the robustness and adaptability of sovereign investment programs to external shocks and the rapid onset of unanticipated disruption.

THE 2019-2020 “COVID” SAMPLE
Our 2019-20 survey of sovereign wealth fund transactions spans July 2019 to September 2020 and consists of 163 transactions across 16 funds, representing aggregate deal value for transactions with data available—about 128—of over $45 billion. This cohort is certainly smaller than our 2018-19 sample by some 100 deals. It included 8 deals of over $1 billion with the largest of these being GIC Private Limited’s participation in the ADNOC Gas Pipeline consortium. In fact, in the sample, GIC was most active in deals over $1 billion. Excluding the ADNOC transaction as an outlier, deal size averaged $264 million, but with considerable range. For example, there were 22 deals above $500 million and 40 deals under $100 million. Notwithstanding these differences, Covid’s sample, in many respects bears the striking hallmark of prior studies of SWF responses, our gaze turned next to Covid impacts on SWF investment activity, specifically that related to direct investments, which require both time and tactile engagement to complete. While investments in liquid securities in public markets are easily supported and executed electronically, private market deals require extensive due diligence and detailed coordination between multiple parties on matters ranging from negotiating terms and deal structuring. Indications from private-equity activity in both Europe and the US – both prominent private markets for SWFs – are that deal-making dropped to a five-year low in the first half of 2020, down 13% in Europe from the prior year and twice that in the US. With borders closed and travel restricted, it is thus natural to expect a slowdown in direct investment activity by SWFs. Our research set out to address this question in the broader context of the robustness and adaptability of sovereign investment programs to external shocks and the rapid onset of unanticipated disruption.

To baseline the immediate effects of the pandemic across our sample, we segmented our 15 month dataset to capture indications of investment cycle effects from the full manifestation of the crisis beginning in March 2020. We note that slightly over 50% deals were announced in the six months between July and December 2019, with just over 40 closing in that window. In contrast, over 60 deals were announced in the first six months of 2020. Moreover, more than two-thirds of these were between March and June 2020 with approximately 30 coming discretely in the three months between March and June. Also, important to note is that the vast majority—over 50%—of deals in this full six month window were attributable to Temasek Holdings Limited (Temasek) and GIC.

This period from March to May 2020 posed considerable risks to institutional portfolios. However, it also offered opportunities to build positions in investments at lower valuations or to rebalance portfolios whose allocations had become distorted as the economic consequences of the pandemic became clearer. As is characteristic of periods of extreme market volatility, in March and April 2020 reports began to circulate of the potential effects of drawdowns and equity sell-offs by SWFs. Conversely, reports also surfaced of SWFs accumulating large equity holdings so as to evoke SEC filing requirements in the US. These revealed that Norges Bank, for example, made a number of significant public market investments during this period, including those in existing portfolio holdings—e.g. Carnival Cruise Lines—which had declined steeply in value in March. Similarly, the Public Investment Fund of Saudi Arabia also invested actively in scale in this period, acquiring positions in several large integrated oil companies, as well as selected other companies whose values had declined steeply.

[2] These transactions are largely attributable to required rebalancing as the Fund’s 70% equity allocation dipped below its 2% threshold buffer. See https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/norway-s-1-trillion-wealth-fund-s-equity-allocation-dipped-some-way-below-2-threshold-buffer
direct-investments-in-2019-2020
Limiteds-shareprice-rise-SEMBMAR-SI-idUSKBN23F0LM
[16] See https://www.preqin.com/insights/research/sovereign-wealth-fund-
direct-investments-in-2019-2020
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More generally with respect to this March-April 2020 window, State Street and the IFSWF report that SWFs maintained consistent allocations to cash and bonds relative to equities and in fact used the market downturn to rebalance portfolios to maintain aggregate exposures to equities.[14] As these were public market transactions with liquidity profiles quite different from the direct investments we monitor, we otherwise do not include them in our sample or our analysis.

VIEWS OF INVESTMENT ACTIVITY BY FUND
At the fund level, our sample for 2019-20 is once again dominated by funds in Singapore, specifically GIC and Temasek. Of the 165 transactions identified during the sample period, 110 of these—over 65%—were completed by these two funds. Similar to prior years, Mubadala (11% of deals) and the Qatar Investment Authority (9%) also dominated the top ranks. In addition, we note significant activity by the RDIF (8 deals or 5%), as well by CDP Equity (2.5%), Abu Dhabi Investment Authority, COFIDES[15] (Spain) and the Turkey Wealth Fund (2%, each), the last two are new to our ranks (See Figure 1).

FIGURE 1
The most active Sovereign Wealth Funds 2019-2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>Deal count</th>
<th>% of total deals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temasek</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>36.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIC Pte Ltd.</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mubadala</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar Investment Authority</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Direct Investment Fund</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDP Equity</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COFIDES</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey Wealth Fund</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abu Dhabi Investment Authority</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Sovereign Wealth Research (IE Center for the Governance of Change) and SovereigNET (Fletcher School, Tufts University).

* July 2019-September 2020

[13] More generally with respect to this March-April 2020 window, State Street and the IFSWF report that SWFs maintained consistent allocations to cash and bonds relative to equities and in fact used the market downturn to rebalance portfolios to maintain aggregate exposures to equities.[14] As these were public market transactions with liquidity profiles quite different from the direct investments we monitor, we otherwise do not include them in our sample or our analysis.

[14] In certain cases – e.g. Norway’s GPFG – rebalancing is mandated whenever allocation variances exceed 2% of statutory levels.

[15] Compañía Española de Financiación del Desarrollo, COFIDES S.A.
Temasek was the dominant SWF investor in terms of the number of investments made during the sample period. Temasek’s portfolio geographic focus was primarily the United States, followed closely behind by China. Sector interest was characterized by real estate (12%), and finance (8%). Once again, Life sciences (17.6%) lead the top-3 ranking, followed by Services (18.2%) and Technology (25%).

By geography based on deal count, the United States (31%), China (12%), United Kingdom (8.5%), India (6%), Singapore (4%), Australia (4%), United Arab Emirates (4%), Germany (3%), Spain (3%) and Russia (3%) together account for 79% of the transactions in our sample (Figure 2). In terms of sector, globally we observe no major disruptions based on deal count, but a deepening of the preexisting trends: technology (25%), services (18%), and life sciences (17.6%) lead the top-3 ranking, followed by real estate (12%) and finance (8%). Once again, however, this profile masks considerable diversity in purpose and objectives (Figure 3).

Finally, we highlight the commencement of investment activities by the Sopef, the Spain-Oman co-investment fund, established in 2018 jointly by COFIDES and the Oman Investment Authority. Sopef completed 5 deals during our period of analysis, targeting such sectors as food and capital goods—a manufacturing company for the renewable wind industry and a machinery manufacturer for the automotive industry. Two more deals also closed in the last quarter of 2020 not included in the analysis (See Annex II).
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With relevance for the Spanish economy, GIC acquired the Hotel Edition, jointly with APG—a Dutch large pension investor, for €220 million. The property is a luxury hotel located on a historical site in Madrid.

Other prominent SWF direct investors in 2019-20 include the Qatar Investment Authority (QIA) and Mubadala. The U.S. market was over-whelmingly dominant for both funds. Large deals for QIA were in the consumer, cyclical (consumer goods whose demand fluctuates with business cycles) sector in the U.S. market. In July 2020, QIA also invested in German biotechnology company CureVac, known for developing vaccines and antibodies for infectious diseases. QIA also focused attention on India and China, where in each country it completed 2 deals. In 2019-20, QIA generally acquired only minority stakes, in the companies into which they invested. Like QIA, Mubadala also heavily invested in the U.S. market, well-leveraging its local platform. The fund led the funding round of $700 million for Reef Technology, a U.S. based logistics startup that specializes in using parking lots as hubs for delivering goods and other services, like Covid-19 testing. Mubadala also invested $235 million into German biotechnology company Evotec SE, specializing in drug discovery and development. Only 20% of Mubadala’s investments were directed to the UAE, where the primary target was the financial sector.

**FIGURE 3**

**Top 5 sectors 2019-2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Deal count*</th>
<th>% of total deals*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Sciences</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Source: Sovereign Wealth Research (IE Center for the Governance of Change) and SovereignNET (Fletcher School, Tufts University)
* July 2019-September 2020
When classified instead by transaction value, we observe (Figure 4) some discontinuity: after the United States, the United Arab Emirates follows due to two mega-deals in infrastructure (as previously noted). The UAE is followed closely behind by China, India, and Mexico (an outlier this year because of another one-off mega deal in road transportation infrastructure). By deal value (Figure 5), infrastructure (26%) leads the sector ranking followed by services (15.4%), technology (14.4%), life sciences (12.5%), and real estate (8.6%).

The United States has perennially been the primary destination for SWF capital. Once again, the U.S. has attracted a disproportionate share—over 30%—of deals in the aggregate, valued at $11 billion, at least. The sectors into which attracted most investment include technology and software, with 16 deals, and life sciences with 10. Also emerging is food-tech and agribusiness (in line with global industry preferences, See Figure 6). With ever-increasing impacts of climate change looming, coupled with concerns over food security, the United States promised to remain a key player in the future of food cultivation and development. In biotech, spurred by the creation and distribution of the Pfizer-BioNTech coronavirus vaccine, SWF confidence in United States biotechnology research, can be expected to increase.

The United Kingdom also received significant investment traction with sector representation in biotechnology, internet and related technologies, and commercial services sectors. This has largely been from funds with active investment programs in the United Kingdom, including GIC, Temasek, Mubadala, and QIA, who continue to acquire both majority and minority stakes in the British market.

With 6 investments, Singapore has attracted capital primarily into the technology, services, and agribusiness sectors. Agriculture only consists of 1% of Singapore’s total land area, and urban farming is becoming increasingly popular as the country imports about 90% of their food supply. (22) Temasek

[21] It is our practice to highlight the vulnerability of classifying deals by aggregate deal value. Thus, we fully acknowledge that a partial sample, limited information, and barriers to effectively attributing investment and ownership interests all significantly constrain the utility of deal value metrics versus those based on deal count.
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put $8 million into plant-based meat maker Growthwell Group, a company focused heavily on R&D in food technology.\[23\] In Australia, investments have primarily been in the real estate sector, primarily from GIC, which has been targeting office and retail spaces in the country. The UAE saw 8 investments within financial services, infrastructure, and general services. By far the largest of these was the aforementioned ADNOC Gas Pipeline Assets LLC deal that included GIC among others in the investor group.\[24\] Mubadala was also involved heavily in investing within the financial sector in the UAE, acquiring stakes in MEEG Holdings LLC and Anglo-Gulf Trade Bank, a fully digital corporate bank.

Temasek and GIC have been the primary SWFs investing in Germany, mostly within technology and pharmaceuticals. $250 million went to BioNTech, an immunotherapy firm whose co-manufactured Covid-19 vaccine with Pfizer is currently being distributed worldwide as of the time of this writing.\[25\]

Source: Sovereign Wealth Research (IE Center for the Governance of Change) and SovereignNET (Fletcher School, Tufts University)

* July 2019-September 2020

[23] See https://growthwellfoods.com/about_us/index
[25] See https://www.ft.com/content/2626ec05-5bc5-4121-afc4-be62c29c4894
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58
Pre-2010 SWFs
19 IFSWF members

37
New SWFs (2010-2020)
21 IFSWF Members

22
Countries considering establish an SWFs
Currently, there are 95 active sovereign wealth funds, one more than in our 2019 Ranking. 67 countries have established at least one SWF, two more than a year ago. The Middle East, China, Southeast Asia and Norway are the four most relevant SWFs poles. Assets under management totalled $9.1 trillion. SWFs have widely spread in recent years. Since 2010, 35 new funds have been established. Other 22 countries are actively considering establishing an SWF. Debates over new SWFs are growing in Sub-Saharan Africa and Central Asia. Thus, in 2021, there are 117 operating or prospective-SWFs. 39 SWFs are full or associate members of the International Forum of Sovereign Wealth Funds.

Source: IE Sovereign Wealth Research (2020) with information obtained from funds annual reports and websites. In their absence, we relied on estimates from Bloomberg, Global SWF, and the Sovereign Wealth Center
Other, smaller sectors in which Germany has seen investment include real estate, including a $5 billion investment in the real estate sector in Indonesia. [27] The Chinese government, the Public Sector Pension Investment Authority, Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan, and Temasek. The continued growth of sovereign SWF capital, particularly from funds in emerging economies, gather further momentum in 2020 as Indonesia announced fund-raising to boost clean energy generation in India. [28]

Despite the size and resources of the funds in our sample, and the aspirations of the development finance community, there remains little evidence of direct investing activity by SWFs in capital constrained regions such as Sub-Saharan Africa and Central America (Figure 7). In Latin America,etic:.

The COVID Pandemic and Sovereign Wealth Funds of India (NIIF). Representative, active involvement of National Investment and Infrastructure Fund of India (NIIF). Representative, though beyond the scope of our sample, the NIIF acquired Essel Devanahalli Tollway and Essel Dighalipally Tollway in November 2020. [25] Also later in 2020, it led a $590 million round of equity funding for Ayana Renewable Power to boost clean energy generation in India. [29]

REACHING BEYOND THE COVID DIVIDE: REFLECTIONS ON ADAPTIVE RESPONSES

Certainly the period that defines our analysis is like no other in recent history. While earlier investment patterns and practices remain discernible in our sample, several themes have emerged from the crisis to extend our prior experience. Here we reach beyond our sample horizon to the present to identify the persistence of these themes without prejudicing either to their effectiveness or appropriateness. Thus, we note again the engagement of the RDIF in Russia’s Covid response and a discrete increase in investment cooperation between Russia and China through the Russia-China Investment Fund (RCIF). Also relevant is the emergence of the Turkey Wealth Fund as active investors during this period. Lastly, we return to Ireland’s response to the pandemic and its potential long term impacts.

In the wake of the Covid-19 outbreak in March 2020, the RDIF entered into a partnership with Japanese firm K.K Mirai Genomics to fund the Russian company Medpromresurs, LLC, promoters of a diagnostic system for Covid-19 testing. In the intervening months, the RDIF became actively involved in various dimensions of the development, production, and distribution of Russia’s vaccine entrant, Sputnik V. [30] Though the rapid pace of the vaccine’s development has raised concerns as to efficacy, recent reporting [31] has lent support to its safety and utility. Notwithstanding, the depth of this engagement marked a significant increase in profile for the RDIF as an investor in life sciences with four of its eight deals in the sector. A second notable example is Assisted Surgical Technologies (AST), a company which develops and manufactures surgical robots. [32] The RDIF has expects that their surgical robots will help reduce the cost of robotic surgery by nearly five times, and plans to enter the Chinese, other Asian, and Middle Eastern markets with this technology.

In addition to these stand-alone investments, we also observe an increase in the level of co-investment between Russia and China through the Russia-China Investment Fund (RCIF). This too involved some level of joint sponsorship in the pharmaceuticals sector, which is an expanding industry for both countries. The Russia-China Investment Fund was established in 2012 by the RDIF and the China Investment Corporation (CIC). In October 2019, RDIF, along with the RCIF and several Middle Eastern funds, coordinated the launch of Alium Pharmaceutical Holding, the end result of a merger between Binnopharm and OBL Pharm. [33] With a product portfolio of over 200 pharmaceuticals, the holding has emerged as one of Russia’s largest pharma companies. The total investment
amounted to $300 million.[34] Beyond cooperation in pharma, the RSDF and CIC, also through the RCIF, participated in funding Shenzhen-based Dianmao Technology Co Ltd, aka Codemao, an online platform that teaches children how to “code”. Committed in November 2014, Codemao has raised a total of $360.4 million from 25 total investors.[35]

The investment activity of the Turkey Wealth Fund (TWF) also increased materially during our sample period in part due directly to crisis impacts. The TWF is a $33 billion fund established in 2016 and is owned by Turkey’s federal government. It makes investments primarily in Turkey. The TWF has four primary “strategic pillars” that drive their investment decisions. These are to enhance the value of all assets in the fund, provide equity to support Turkey’s international economic goals, and improve financial markets. According to the Fund’s website, their portfolio consists of twenty-three companies from eight different sectors.

The TWF acknowledge 2020 as a year of “mergers and acquisitions” during which Turkey made Covid-related legislative changes directed at the TWF to facilitate companies affected by the pandemic receiving financial support.[36] To support the largest Turkish mobile phone operator, the TWF acquired a controlling stake of 26.2% in Turkcell.[37] Other investments were focused on Turkey’s financial sector, including for example the 20% acquisition to invest across capital structures, the PSIF has committed support towards aviation, hospitality, and SME lending to stabilize these sectors.[38] The pandemic had a severe impact on the domestic aviation sector, with the Irish carrier Aer Lingus likewise struggling. In Q4 2020, the fund backed Aer Lingus by providing debt financing of €150 million.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

As it rages on, the Covid pandemic has engendered one of the largest global economic contractions in history. Investment activity in private markets has likewise contracted; direct investments by sovereign funds have inevitably been impeded. Those funds with demonstrated capacity in deal generation, sourcing, and execution were less so, as the experiences of Temasek and GIC suggest. Notwithstanding, from July 2019 through September 2020, following well-established prior year investment trends framed by geography and sector, the largest and most endowed sovereign funds once again dominated SWF direct investments. This reinforces a predominant point: Direct investment is largely the domain of institutional investors that have developed private market capacity, can maintain a long-term horizon for a least a portion of their portfolio, and have sufficient net assets to be able to bear liquidity risk. These attributes were prominent in our findings and accentuated by the experiences of the funds included in our sample.

Time, patience, and medical science will soon make fast work of Covid-19. Retrospectively, when reflecting on the experiences of SWFs during the pandemic, attention most certainly will turn to the depletions of assets due to drawdowns and the long-term effects of slow economic growth, zero-bound interest rates, and low expected returns. However, perhaps the better key performance indicator will be the long-term resilience of SWFs exhibited through their practices—and adaptive responses—of “living dangerously”.

in-consequence-of-the-government-s-covid-19-measures
[36] See https://www.turkiyewelfafund.org/operations/codemao
[37] See https://www.turkiyewelfafund.org/operations/codemao
[38] See https://www.turkiyewelfafund.org/operations/codemao
[39] See https://www.turkiyewelfafund.org/operations/codemao
[40] See https://www.turkiyewelfafund.org/operations/codemao
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The COVID-19 pandemic has had profound effects on economies around the world. The total economic impact of the pandemic, in terms of loss in gross domestic product, could be as much as $82 trillion,[1] and many governments will be facing budgetary shortfalls for years. The ultimate impact is expected to be much greater than the financial crisis of 2007-2008 in both size and scope.

While nearly every country in the world has experienced tremendous human and economic costs from the COVID-19 pandemic, some countries struggled more than others, both in their efforts to contain the virus, and in developing a financial response. Lockdowns resulted in severe oil price declines, and the currency values of a number of developing economies plummeted in the early weeks of the crisis. Partly as a result of these shifts, capital outflows from emerging market economies (EMEs) were far greater than had been seen with prior crises. The OECD, using data compiled by the Institute of International Finance, compared the COVID-19 pandemic with the Global Financial Crisis of 2008, the "Taper Tantrum" of 2015 (when the US Federal Reserve announced a winnowing of its quantitative easing program), and the Chinese stock market sell-off of 2015. The severity of the pandemic is orders of magnitude greater than prior crises.

PILLARS OF THE POST-PANDEMIC ECONOMY: SWFs GO FROM HOTELS TO WAREHOUSES

Enhanced scrutiny" of any FDI in a business that is critical to the pandemic response. This measure was a reaction to "opportunistic investment behaviour" caused by declines in valuations of Canadian businesses as well as by investment of State-owned enterprises that could threaten the country’s economic or national security interests.

### FRANCE

Added biotechnology to the list of critical sectors in which foreign acquisitions are subject to prior governmental approval. Furthermore, a temporary regime lowering the voting right threshold in listed companies that triggers FDI screening – from 25 per cent to 10 per cent – is to be introduced upon approval from the Conseil d’État.

### HUNGARY

Introduced a temporary foreign investment screening mechanism applicable to investors from both inside and outside the EU and will be effective until 31 December 2020. Prior governmental approval is needed in 21 industries, including health care, pharmaceuticals and medical device manufacturing, as well as non-medical industries. Approval will be denied if an investment violates or threatens public security or order, in particular the security of supply of basic social needs.

### CANADA

Governmental authorization will be temporarily required, until June 30, 2021, for a foreign acquisition of 10% or more of stock in certain critical sectors affecting public order, public security or public health.

### EUROPEAN COMMISSION

The Commission recommended full use of national FDI screening regimes and urged member States that do not have screening regimes to set them up.

### SPAIN

Expanded the scope of FDI screening by adding finance, credit and insurance to the list of strategic sectors. Furthermore, the screening will temporarily apply to foreign acquisitions from within the EU.

### ITALY

Foreign acquisitions of 10 per cent stock in German companies developing, manufacturing or producing vaccines, medicines, protective medical equipment and other medical goods for the treatment of highly infectious diseases would require prior governmental authorization.

### INDIA

Introduced a requirement for prior governmental approval for all investment originating from countries that share land borders with India as a response to concerns about company vulnerabilities during the pandemic.

### AUSTRALIA

Monetary screening threshold for all foreign investments in Australia was temporarily lowered to zero to protect national interests. Consequently, all foreign acquisitions now require prior approval. In addition, the time frame for screening procedures has been extended from 30 days to six months.

### GERMANY

Foreign acquisitions of 10 per cent stock in German companies developing, manufacturing or producing vaccines, medicines, protective medical equipment and other medical goods for the treatment of highly infectious diseases would require prior governmental authorization.
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Pillars of the post-pandemic economy: SWFs go from hotels to warehouses

Sovereign investment practices will undoubtedly change as a result of the severe economic shock of the pandemic. But in some cases, the pandemic did not instigate change so much as hasten changes that were already underway. Importantly, the pandemic has highlighted the importance of logistics, both in terms of how physical goods are stored and delivered, and also in how digital goods, such as Netflix films or work files stored on company systems, are accessed on demand from households and workers.

One need look no further than the toilet paper shortage in the early days of the pandemic to see the impact and importance of modern supply chains. Around the world, toilet paper became suddenly upended by an unprecedented shock, and toilet paper consumption shifted dramatically to the consumer market because fewer people were at work. A highly efficient retail toilet paper market was bifurcated into a commercial market and a consumer market, and when governments instituted lockdown orders, demand shifted dramatically to the consumer market because fewer people were at work. As one observer noted, such a shift would require “new relationships and contracts between suppliers, distributors, and retailers; different formats for packaging and shipping; new trucking routes—all for a bulky product with lean profit margins.”

COVID-19 RESHAPES WORKLIFE AND HOMELIFE

As countries imposed lockdown rules around the world, supply and demand changed dramatically. Supply chains built on Chinese manufacturing, for example, were broken and will need to be rebuilt. In some cases, COVID-19 will simply accelerate a shift towards manufacturing hubs in other countries, particularly in ASEAN countries such as Vietnam and Thailand, which offer lower labor costs. And, in some cases, businesses will simply add a new chain or two to its existing supply chains. As a DHL executive noted in a recent Forbes article, “Six or seven years ago, a lot of companies were already talking about China+1. That means they had a lot of manufacturing in China but to de-risk—they didn’t want to put all their eggs in one basket—they were looking around, saying ‘where else can we put an alternative plant?’”

A larger issue than rebuilding supply chains, however, is the potential for permanent changes in demand. Demand may be affected in two ways. First, demand may change because of a global economic slowdown related to the lockdown. As the World Bank noted in its June 2020 Global Economic Prospects report, the COVID-19 pandemic “has struck a devastating blow to an already-frugal global economy. Lockdowns and other restrictions needed to address the public health crisis, together with spontaneous reductions in economic activity by many consumers and producers, constitute an unprecedented combination of adverse shocks that is causing deep recessions in many advanced economies, emerging markets and developing economies.” The World Bank forecasted a 5.2% reduction on global GDP in 2020, the “deepest recession in decades,” and suggested that COVID-19 may have serious long-term effects, including lower investment, ongoing unemployment and underemployment, and a “retreat from global trade and supply linkages.”

Second, COVID-19 may have lasting impacts not just on the size of the global economy, but also on the nature of the economy itself—what people buy, how they spend their leisure time, how they travel, and how and where they eat. Some of these changes will be temporary, while others may be permanent. Basic staples such as cereals are unlikely to be dramatically affected, with an estimated 5% decline in trade volume in the short term, while automobile trade volumes are expected to plunge by more than 50% because of factory shutdowns and decreased consumer spending.

Meanwhile, e-commerce has already increased dramatically over the course of the pandemic. As an example, many educational institutions shifted to online teaching, with students receiving synchronous or asynchronous lessons through videoconferencing utilities such as Zoom, Webex, Skype, GoToMeeting, ooVoo, QQ and others. Consumers hunkered down in their homes have relied on delivery services for groceries and consumer goods. And, some restaurants have been able to stay open by providing delivery services through web-based delivery platforms. Even where delivery may not be available, consumers are taking advantage of the ability to buy online and pick-up their products at the store.

As one article noted, “The average household will use 40% more toilet paper than it did before the pandemic, with a huge jump in demand for products that supply chain is stretched to the breaking point.”

[2] As one article noted, “The average household will use 40% more toilet paper than it did before the pandemic, with a huge jump in demand for products that supply chain is stretched to the breaking point.”

[3] Id.


[9] Will Oremus, “the assumption that demand is essentially constant. It’s one that won’t fully subside even when people stop hoarding or panic-buying.”

COVID-19 ALSO IMPACTS TRADE AND TRADE REGULATION

Onshoring is also expected to continue gaining momentum for several reasons. As noted above, supply chain risk is leading firms to diversify and, in some cases, shorten their supply chains. As a result, some kinds of transportation firms stand to benefit, while others, including oceanic transportation, are likely to suffer. As a logistical consultant has noted, for example, the COVID-19 pandemic has “exposed a painful truth about the U.S. dependency on Asia and especially China for critical goods,” such as medical supplies like personal protective equipment: “[n]ot only does it take weeks to get the large shipments of needed goods to the U.S., but it has been reported that China broke contracts with U.S. companies and kept goods that had been paid for by U.S. firms to fight the pandemic in their own country.” [8]

Other countries have experienced similar shortages and face supply chain risks. For some observers, this scenario raises questions about the political risk associated with long supply chains that extend across borders. As a result, governments may begin to require goods essential to health infrastructure to be manufactured in the home country, even if doing so results in higher costs of production. Businesses and governments will no longer simply consider where a product would be cheapest to manufacture; indeed, a government “may even subsidize some of the added cost as an ‘insurance policy’” against a nation “being left short of critical goods.” And, a government may determine that it is no longer acceptable “to be dependent on China for goods that are crucial to the medical and pharmaceutical industries.”[9]

Because goods essential to critical infrastructure, whether related to health, technology, or national security, are more likely to be sourced from home countries in the future, we may expect to see shifts in production and in trade and logistics. These shifts will move some production from the global and international to the regional, national, and local.

An increased focus on critical infrastructure, and health care infrastructure in particular, highlights a trend that is likely to accelerate post COVID-19: enhanced scrutiny of foreign investment, and increased time and costs associated with regulatory review of such transactions. The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development’s 2020 World Investment Report cites a number of pandemic-related changes to investment rules from countries around the world. In general, these changes impose additional hurdles for foreign investors seeking to invest in critical healthcare technologies, and in around 50 countries, governments have imposed regulations and restrictions on “exports of products or subproducts used in the public health response to the pandemic.”[10]

[9] Id.
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FIGURE 1

E-commerce Revenue Growth

$ billion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Food and Personal Care</th>
<th>Fashion</th>
<th>Electronics and Media</th>
<th>Toys, Hobby and DIY</th>
<th>Furniture and Appliances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1,385.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>1,663.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1,930.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2,437.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>2,723.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>2,973.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>3,173.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024</td>
<td>3,477.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>3,781.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Statista (Forecast adjusted for expected impact of COVID-19), November 2020
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The OECD has also tracked the increase in health infrastructure FDI regulations leading up to and following the COVID-19 pandemic. 20 years ago, less than 20% of OECD member countries included health infrastructure screening mechanisms in their FDI regulations. That number has increased to over 50%, and follows a general pattern of increasing FDI regulation across OECD member countries. Thus, while sovereign fund and SOE investments were increasingly scrutinized following the Global Financial Crisis, they are likely to be under even more scrutiny following the COVID-19 pandemic. As the OECD explains,

State-owned enterprises (SOEs) have taken on a more dominant role as international investors and play a much more prominent role as foreign investors than they did in 2008/2009. SOEs, particularly foreign SOEs, are viewed with suspicion as they may have non-economic motives and their explicit or implicit state-backing may secure them advantages unavailable to most privately-owned enterprises. As the OECD explains,

The OECD has also noted a shift in the way that governments discuss foreign trade, with FDI screening viewed as a tool to be used sparingly in an otherwise "rigorously open investment environment." That language has subtly darkened in recent years, with more references to "reciprocity", the "end of naive trust", and a shift in language from protecting "sensitive" enterprises to protecting "strategic" enterprises. COVID-19 has accelerated this trend, with "hitherto unseen vocabulary appearing in this area of policymaking as governments have started mentioning 'unwanted' investment, 'opportunistic acquisitions' and 'predatory acquisitions.' These changes will have important impacts on sovereign investment in the years to come.

Even for goods still brought in through existing global supply chains, the process will likely be longer and costlier. Governments are more likely to require testing and treatment of goods brought in from other countries, and this testing may create costs and bottlenecks that are likely to frustrate buyers and further accelerate a move to onshore supply chains.

More optimistically, these changes may have positive environmental effects. While perhaps transitory in nature, global lockdowns have led to decreases in pollution. In New York City, for example, carbon dioxide emissions dropped 50% in the early days of the crisis, largely due to decreased automobile usage. Similar effects were seen in Italy, China, and many other places around the world. A study in the journal Nature reported that the pandemic was expected to have modest but meaningful impacts on overall emissions around the world, with a low estimate of -4% (if activity rebounded in the summer of 2020) and a high estimate of -7% (if some restrictions remained until the end of 2020). Although the authors warn that "several drivers push towards a rebound with an even higher emission trajectory compared with the policy-induced trajectories before the COVID-19 pandemic," a decrease in global trade and a corresponding increase national and local trade should have a modest impact overall.

A number of large employers have already announced that they will allow for increased flexibility in work arrangements, with some even encouraging employees to work from home at least part of the time. Whereas Facebook once paid a $10,000 bonus to employees for living within 10 miles of its headquarters, it now intends to allow many of its employees the opportunity to permanently work from home.
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A number of large employers have already announced that they will allow for increased flexibility in work arrangements, with some even encouraging employees to work from home at least part of the time. Whereas Facebook once paid a $10,000 bonus to employees for living within 10 miles of its headquarters, it now intends to allow many of its employees the opportunity to permanently work from home.
from home.[26] In his announcement to employees, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg remarked that “It’s clear that Covid has changed a lot about our lives, and that certainly includes the way that most of us work. Coming out of this period, I expect that remote work is going to be a growing trend as well.”[27] Facebook followed two other prominent tech companies, Twitter and Square, in making permanent shifts to a telecommuting option for its employees.

Google’s parent company Alphabet also announced that it intends to keep most of its nearly 200,000 employees working from home until July 2021, with CEO Sundar Pichai telling employees that he hopes the plan will “give you the flexibility you need to balance work with taking care of yourselves and your loved ones over the next 12 months.”[28] Long term, Mr. Pichai states that the company is “still learning a lot from our experiences of working from home and will use that knowledge to inform our approach to the future of work at Google.”[29] A March 2020 survey by Gartner, Inc. revealed that 74% of its 317 surveyed chief financial officers and finance leaders intended Gartner, Inc., Gartner CFO Survey Reveals 74% Intend to Shift Some Employees to Remote Work Permanently (April 3, 2020), https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2020-04-03-gartner-cfo-survey-intends-to-shift-employees-to-remote-work-permanently.

A March 2020 survey by Upwork revealed that 50% of employers believe that telework is here to stay, while 4% estimating that 50% of their employees will remain remote post-pandemic. While teleworking has been a necessity in response to government lockdown orders, it may become more acceptable post-pandemic if productivity remains stable or only decreases slightly, as mild productivity losses can be weighed against cost savings from telework arrangements. The early results are mixed, with a Japanese study, for example, reporting a decrease in self-reported worker productivity,[30] while a US poll found short term gains (productivity losses can be weighed against cost savings from telework arrangements. The early results are mixed, with a Japanese study, for example, reporting a decrease in self-reported worker productivity,[30] while a US poll found short term gains.

Short-term productivity, but also in long-term productivity, there may be other long-term effects. In most cases, however, telework productivity results are mixed, with a Japanese study, for example, reporting a decrease in self-reported worker productivity,[30] while a US poll found short term gains. While teleworking has been a necessity in response to governmental lockdown orders, it may become more acceptable post-pandemic if productivity remains stable or only decreases slightly, as mild productivity losses can be weighed against cost savings from telework arrangements. The early results are mixed, with a Japanese study, for example, reporting a decrease in self-reported worker productivity,[30] while a US poll found short term gains. Other anecdotal reports, however, suggest that some employers, including Morgan Stanley, Barclays, and Twitter, did not suffer from a reduction in productivity in the shift to remote work due to COVID-19 lockdowns.[31] But, as pointed out in an IPE report, even if there are no significant short-term shifts in productivity, there may be other long-term effects. Quoting a real estate research executive, the report notes the potential for shifts in corporate culture: “At first, everyone at home knows a company’s culture. As turnover occurs, and months become quarters and years, those workers become strangers and lose that culture.”[32]

Likewise, there is a risk that firms may lose the “serendipity” of in-person interactions that drives innovation. Steve Jobs biographer Walter Isaacson quotes the Apple entrepreneur as remarking that “[t]here’s a temptation in our networked age to think that ideas can be developed by email and iChat. That’s crazy. Creativity comes from spontaneous meetings, from random discussions. You run into someone, you ask what they’re doing, you say ‘wow,’ and soon you’re cooking up all sorts of ideas.”[33] Firms shifting to increased teleworking arrangement must monitor for changes not just in short-term productivity, but also in long-term productivity related to creativity and innovation.

For a shift to more telecommuting may have dramatic impacts on real estate investments. In the short term, real estate managers and investors are working to keep buildings safe and in compliance with local health regulations, and tenants may be experiencing severe business downturns because of the lockdown, resulting in missed lease payments. Longer term, the pandemic may force changes that have the potential to dramatically alter the sector. Within commercial real estate, for example, there has been a multi-year trend towards “densification” and open floor plans.[34] However, McKinsey & Company suggests that public health officials may “increasingly amend building codes to limit the risk of future pandemics, potentially affecting standards for [heating, ventilation, and air conditioning], square footage per person, and amount of enclosed space.”[35] The fear of prolonged close contact with others may also keep Baby Boomers in their homes longer, rather than moving to independent and assisted living facilities.
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As business travel is curtailed, businesses gain more experience with teleconferencing, and may find that it is often preferable to costly international travel. A permanent shift in travel habits would have impacts on the hospitality sector. Likewise, the onshoring trends described above will also result in decreased international travel, as businesses will have decreased need to establish and monitor international production and logistics facilities.

Changing consumer preferences, including the shift to e-commerce, will also affect real estate and real estate investments. McKinsey notes that “[c]onsumers forced to shop online because of closed malls and shopping centers may permanently adjust their buying habits for certain categories toward e-commerce.” Online shopping was trending prior to the pandemic, and this long-term trend “may accelerate even faster after the crisis—especially as many previously struggling brands are tipped over the edge into bankruptcy or forced to radically reduce their footprint.” E-commerce does not only affect the utility of retail space, such as in shopping malls, but also has dramatic impacts on logistics space, such as warehouses and “fulfillment centers” that ship out orders. As explained by Prologis: Online retail sales continued to require more than 5x the logistics space of brick-and-mortar sales through 2019. Online order fulfillment requires more logistics space because 100% of inventory is stored within a warehouse (vs. store shelves), which allows for greater product variety, deeper inventory levels, space-intensive parcel shipping operations, and additional value-add activities such as processing returns. Statista estimates continued strong growth in e-commerce in the next several years, with the user penetration rate rising from about 47% in 2020 to over 66% in 2024. Revenue across a variety of categories (and especially in fashion and toys, hobbies, and “do-it-yourself”) will be built on a reliable logistics infrastructure, and will require additional investments to sustain growth. Data infrastructure is also growing as an asset class, and is a central pillar in a world economy in which people are working, shopping, and entertaining themselves online. Data infrastructure includes all the layers of components and systems that support all these activities, including hardware, software, and cloud or managed services, servers, storage, I/O and networking along with people, processes, and policies, as well as the “various tools spanning legacy, software-defined virtual containers, and cloud.” As one investor notes, data has been one of the fastest-growing commodities in the world, and “as people, places and objects become increasingly more interconnected, the importance of data infrastructure assets will rise.” Growth will be driven by smartphone usage, increased consumption of data, increased application of the Internet of Things, and artificial intelligence.

Case Studies in Sovereign Logistics Investment

To support a shift toward e-commerce, industrial spaces (including warehouses and manufacturing facilities) are likely to become an increasingly important asset class. Some large investors are already beginning to shift their real estate investment portfolios from hotels to both physical and data warehouses and other logistics-related investments to take advantage of these trends. And it is not only physical infrastructure that is needed; digital infrastructure is expanding as well. Indeed, many large, long-term institutional investors were ramping up their infrastructure, data infrastructure, and logistics investments prior to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. Sovereigns, in particular, have been increasing allocations to less liquid investments such as private equity, infrastructure, and real estate investments. Invesco’s 2020 survey of sovereign investors notes, for example, that COVID-19 is accelerating infrastructure investment trends, with especially heightened interest in electricity generation and transmission and communications. The survey finds that 54% and 52% of sovereigns, respectively, looking to allocate more capital to electricity generation/ transmission and communications. This section reviews a few of the leading sovereign infrastructure and logistics investment programs.

Norges Bank Investment Management

In late 2019 and early 2020, sovereign investors engaged in numerous high-profile logistics deals, often partnering with other large investors through joint venture arrangements. Norges Bank Investment Management (NBIM), for example, teamed up with Prologis, Inc., a leading industrial real estate firm, in a 2013 joint venture that created Prologis European Logistics Partners Sari (PELP). The deal, valued at €1.4 billion, initially provided for equal €1.2 billion investments by NBIM and Prologis, with their first acquisition a portfolio of 49 million square feet of logistics assets in 10 countries.

In late 2017 and early 2018, sovereign investors engaged in numerous high-profile logistics deals, often partnering with other large investors through joint venture arrangements. Norges Bank Investment Management (NBIM), for example, teamed up with Prologis, Inc., a leading industrial real estate firm, in a 2013 joint venture that created Prologis European Logistics Partners Sari (PELP). The deal, valued at €1.4 billion, initially provided for equal €1.2 billion investments by NBIM and Prologis, with their first acquisition a portfolio of 49 million square feet of logistics assets in 10 countries.

Pillars of the post-pandemic economy: SWFs go from hotels to warehouses

Prologis, Inc., Press Release, Prologis European Logistics Partners Sarl


Norges Bank and Prologis entered into a separate joint venture agreement later in 2013 to invest in US real estate. As with the PELP, the new investment vehicle, Prologis U.S. Logistics Venture, invested in a portfolio of assets owned by Prologis. Initially the fund acquired 66 U.S. logistics facilities with roughly 12.8 million square feet. The US joint venture was structured as a 55/45 partnership, with 55 percent owned by Prologis and 45 percent owned by NBIM. The next year, Prologis again teamed with large public institutional investors on the Prologis Targeted US Logistics Fund, with multi-hundred million dollar investments from the Texas Permanent School Fund, the New York State Common Retirement Fund, among others. Even at the end of the recession there could be permanent damage versus cyclical changes: “We’re looking very carefully in ascending order of concern at offices, hotels and shopping centers with student housing somewhere in between shopping centers and hotels, and asking what is likely to be permanent damage versus cyclical. Even at the end of the recession there could be permanent damage.”
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GIC PRIVATE LIMITED

Singapore’s GIC Private Limited (GIC) is one of the largest real estate investors in the world,[43] and is sensitive to the shifts brought on by the pandemic. GIC Chief Investment Officer Jeffrey Jaensubhakij, recently described how the fund is analyzing these changes: “We’re looking very carefully in ascending order of concern at offices, hotels and shopping centers with student housing somewhere in between shopping centers and hotels, and asking what is likely to be permanent damage versus cyclical. Even at the end of the recession there could be permanent damage.”

GIC’s portfolio also holds other real estate investments that are likely to perform much better post-pandemic. Like NBIM and ADIA, GIC has also partnered with real estate firms in logistics-focused partnership arrangements. GIC recently announced a deal, for example, with ESR, a Hong Kong-based logistics real estate platform with properties in China, Japan, South Korea, Singapore, Australia and India. The joint venture launched the “ESR Australia Development Partnership (EADP),” a “develop-to-hold” logistics fund. GIC invested $400 million in the venture, which has a target fund size of $1 billion. As with other sovereign logistics investments, the venture was designed to not only move capital into real estate (and typically out of low-return fixed income securities), but also to take advantage of the particular trend toward logistics-concentrated real estate investment. As noted by ESR CEO Phil Pierce, “[logistics over a 10-year period has moved from a neglected asset class to one that has become more and more keenly sought after and that’s predominately been driven by the growth in e-commerce and the shift away from retail.”[44] EADP’s first acquisition was a 79-hectare development property in South East Melbourne, which the partnership will develop into a “premium-grade logistics hub.”

[40] Jon Peterson, Prologis to transfer $3bn of industrial assets to US Retirement Fund, among others.
[42] James Hatton, Prologis Teams with ADIA to Launch $5.2B in China Logistics, IPE Real Estate (December 13, 2020), https://www.ipe.com/news/operf-invests-250m-with-prologis-after-assessing-industrial-assets-to-us-open-ended-fund/IPE_Real_Estate/Operf_invests_250m_with_prologis_after_assessing_industrial_assets_to_us_open-ended_fund/2019/nov/29/article; Jon Peterson, New York State Common Retirement Fund, among others. Even at the end of the recession there could be permanent damage versus cyclical changes: “We’re looking very carefully in ascending order of concern at offices, hotels and shopping centers with student housing somewhere in between shopping centers and hotels, and asking what is likely to be permanent damage versus cyclical. Even at the end of the recession there could be permanent damage.”

[44] Id. 


[43] Id. 

[44] Id. 


[49] Id. 

[50] Jon Peterson, Prologis to transfer $3bn of industrial assets to US Retirement Fund, among others.

The fund will focus on “strategically located sites” in and around Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane that will “benefit from infrastructure or proposed infrastructure upgrades.”

GIC’s transaction with ESR builds on earlier (and larger) investments in logistics. In one of the larger logistics transactions of 2016, GIC acquired P3 Logistic Parks, a European logistics property firm, for €2.4 billion. More recently, GIC used its P3 investment to acquire a large portfolio of European logistics properties from affiliates of Apollo Global Management. The portfolio, valued at around €950 million, includes properties in Germany, Poland, Slovakia, Netherlands, Belgium, and Austria.

GIC was also joined by China Investment Corporation in 2011 in the creation of Global Logistic Properties. The fund was focused on “strategically located sites” in and around Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane that will “benefit from infrastructure or proposed infrastructure upgrades.”

The fund focused on “strategically located sites” in and around Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane that will “benefit from infrastructure or proposed infrastructure upgrades.”

Pillars of the post-pandemic economy: SWFs go from hotels to warehouses

The “Vision 2030” plan of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) demonstrates how some countries are thinking strategically logistics and transport, and how logistics investments play a significant role in an overall development framework. The Public Investment Fund (PIF) has been tasked with helping KSA become “a global logistics hub for sectors of national interest and for industrial and consumer goods.” The plan is designed to take advantage of KSA’s geographical advantages: “Saudi Arabia is strategically located at the crossroads of the East and West along one of main trade routes in the Red Sea. The Kingdom is also ideally located near the MENA and West Africa regions, with an infrastructure that enables it to serve these markets.” The program entails a four-part strategy. First, KSA intends to transform the kingdom into a logistics hub through “an integrated plan for the required infrastructure to enable the transport and logistics sector to connect and expand the economic activity across the Kingdom.” KSA intends to expand the capacity of its existing transport and logistics facilities in order to eliminate bottlenecks and “fast-track” goods and passenger movement. KSA also seeks to streamline customs and border procedures to reduce import and export times and expenses.

Finally, KSA will implement a “new governance model” for its transport and logistics SOEs and assets; assets and enterprises will be segregated and will independently report to the Ministry of Transport.

KSA’s Public Investment Fund international has also made significant cross-border investments in the new pillars of the economy. PIF owns over 2% of Jio Platforms, an Indian digital services company and subsidiary of Reliance Industries. PIF is also

THE KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA AND ITS PUBLIC INVESTMENT FUND

Second, KSA seeks to improve mobility and quality of life within the kingdom itself through investments in transport safety, public transport systems, and energy efficiency standards that will lead to enhanced environmental sustainability.

Third, KSA seeks to improve financial sustainability through an increased focus on the financial and operational performance of its infrastructure assets. KSA will also seek to increase the participation of the private sector in “funding, developing and operating transport and logistics infrastructure by drafting and marketing concession contracts, and transparent and attractive PPP opportunities.”

The “Vision 2030” plan of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) demonstrates how some countries are thinking strategically logistics and transport, and how logistics investments play a significant role in an overall development framework. The Public Investment Fund (PIF) has been tasked with helping KSA become “a global logistics hub for sectors of national interest and for industrial and consumer goods.” The plan is designed to take advantage of KSA’s geographical advantages: “Saudi Arabia is strategically located at the crossroads of the East and West along one of main trade routes in the Red Sea. The Kingdom is also ideally located near the MENA and West Africa regions, with an infrastructure that enables it to serve these markets.” The program entails a four-part strategy. First, KSA intends to transform the kingdom into a logistics hub through “an integrated plan for the required infrastructure to enable the transport and logistics sector to connect and expand the economic activity across the Kingdom.” KSA intends to expand the capacity of its existing transport and logistics facilities in order to eliminate bottlenecks and “fast-track” goods and passenger movement. KSA also seeks to streamline customs and border procedures to reduce import and export times and expenses.

Finally, KSA will implement a “new governance model” for its transport and logistics SOEs and assets; assets and enterprises will be segregated and will independently report to the Ministry of Transport.

KSA’s Public Investment Fund international has also made significant cross-border investments in the new pillars of the economy. PIF owns over 2% of Jio Platforms, an Indian digital services company and subsidiary of Reliance Industries. PIF is also
joining other sovereign investors, including ADIA, in an investment in Jio Digital Fiber, which holds Reliance’s fiber optic assets. [44]

The shift to logistics investments is part of a larger trend of increased sovereign investment in physical and data infrastructure assets. As has been noted in previous editions of this report, sovereigns are attracted to infrastructure investments because of a unique combination of deep pockets and long-term horizons. PWC estimates that infrastructure investments made up about 3.3% of SWFs’ total portfolios in 2016, with capital maximization funds investing about 12% and development funds investing 46%, respectively, of their alternatives portfolios in infrastructure investments. [45] Competition for high performance, high profile infrastructure investments is “fierce.” London’s Gatwick and Heathrow airports are both owned by investment consortia that include sovereign funds or state-owned enterprises, for example. Shifts in trading patterns may result in changes in logistics and infrastructure investments, however, with an increased focus on the “local” at the expense of the “global.”

CHANGES IN THE PATTERNS OF SOVEREIGN INVESTMENT

Some sovereign wealth funds and sovereign development funds are adapting to changes in the world economy by not only changing their investment allocations and Xfocus but are also changing the ways in which they invest. And, as the pandemic has accelerated shifts in logistics and ecommerce, it may accelerate another shift in the investment strategies of sovereigns and other large investors: an increasing focus on sustainable investment strategies. The COVID-19 pandemic reveals how unforeseen risks can have a massive impact on economies, and some observers see the crisis as a “wake-up call” that accelerates the need for a different approach to investing. [46]

These changes highlight the need for sovereigns to adapt their investment practices. Technological innovations will play a central role in managing these changes. Monk and Rook’s recent work The Technologized Investor describes, for example, how recently emerged tools have the capacity to profoundly shape how investors choose and monitor investments. [47] Artificial intelligence (AI) can help investors “by increasing the depth of inferences they’re able to make,” and can also automate tasks that are repetitive “or for which human involvement doesn’t add much value.” [48] AI can thus help “expand investors’ in-house resources by increasing their effective expertise, information quality, and time efficiency.” [49] The ability to use “big data” and “alternative data,” which they define as data that isn’t “conventionally used in investment decision making,” [50] will also be key for large investors. Collaborative utilities, such as repositories for sharing and co-working on documents and files, integrated and flexible communication and project-management platforms, and analytical “canvases” that facilitate documentation, are also helping investors work more efficiently within their organizations, as well as facilitating collaboration with “entities outside an Investor’s organizational borders.” [51] Finally, investors are making use of new productivity applications that help automate routine processes and search for and retrieve information. [52]

CONCLUSION

The COVID-19 pandemic has been a worldwide catastrophe, with profound implications for the economies of the world that will likely be felt across generations. The pandemic has been both a tipping point and an accelerator for permanent changes in the way we eat, shop, and work. All of these changes will bring opportunities, however, and sovereigns are working to both take advantage of these changes to secure investment gains for their portfolios as well as to effect permanent changes in their economies to support development over the long term. Online stores are replacing shopping malls, and the logistics infrastructure is expanding to support this shift. Meanwhile, however, supply lines are shortening, and countries are expanding regulations to ensure they retain access to critical production and resources.
The effects of the Covid-19 crisis in Latin America will stay in the region for the coming years. That is the conclusion of an ECLAC report released in October 2020. By March 2020, only a quarter of the population in the region was able to work from home. Thus the "stay-at-home" policies extensively applied in the region, to reduce mobility and prevent the spread of the virus, have had a tremendous impact on 76% of the workforce in the region. Almost 45% of jobs are in contact-intensive sectors (like restaurants, retail stores, or public transportation), compared to just over 30% for emerging markets. Moreover, more than half of the population has no medical coverage, in the midst of this world pandemic. Additionally, the pandemic effects are paired with the decline of a key commodity in the region: oil, with prices declining more than 26% since the beginning of the year and affecting key producers like Brazil, Mexico, Venezuela and Colombia. The result of these factors is that poverty rates can go back to 2005 levels, and extreme poverty could reach almost 20% in the region.

The efforts made by Latin American governments to fight back the medical, economic and social crisis amounted to 8% of the regional real GDP, as of November 2020. Direct cash transfers to households along with tax cuts to businesses led fiscal responses in the region. Measures to maintain employment relationships, such as payroll support and financing of working capital were important to avoid the closure of otherwise viable businesses, reduce long-term unemployment, support the recovery, and increase potential growth.

Within those extraordinary measures, Latin American countries have issued new debt (the debt to GDP ratio is expected to grow 10 percent points in one year), financed credit institutions and withdrawn resources from sovereign stabilization funds. Every effort is needed, given the region is expected to be the hardest hit by Covid-19 in the developing world. The burden of such fiscal imbalances should be considered seriously going forward, once uncertainty about the pandemic begins to clear. To rebuild fiscal buffers should be a commitment. Despite deep recessions are expected, the IMF emphasizes that the exceptional measures taken place are mitigating the effects of the pandemic and, if fully implemented, these fiscal channels could increase the region’s level of real GDP by about 7% percent in less than a year. Another element that is helping to cushion the impact of the crises is the evolution of mineral international prices. Since January and recuperating from the big crash in March and April, copper prices are 24% higher (year-to-Dec), silver and iron ore 36%, while tin ore prices grew 15%.

Another distinctive element of the current crisis is that top creditors in the region will not be any more foreign sovereign bondholders, but instead multilateral organizations which facilitated these credit
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Latin America and the Caribbean SWFs: From fighting the Covid-19 to unveiling strategic opportunities

Due to the international financial facilities approved for the region, countries in the region are witnessing a rebalancing of their international creditors. In particular, the IMF approved 17 loans since the pandemic began to countries in the region, for a total US$5.2 billion, this represented 20% of all loans approved by the IMF in the same period ending in June 2020. Additionally, access to a Flexible Credit Line was approved for Chile and Peru and renewed for Colombia. Together with Mexico, the total backstop provided to the region through the Flexible Credit Line amounts to US$107 billion recovery lines.

In this chapter we analyze first the impact of the Covid-19 in the region and show how countries which had maintained prudent fiscal positions and instruments over the last decade were better prepared to face this pandemic. How much of these sovereign buffers have been used during the crisis? In which way sovereign wealth funds helped to alleviate the economic effects of the Covid-19 crisis? What can be learnt? In the second part of the chapter, we will focus on how using the SWFs not only to mitigate the impact of the virus but also on how to adapt the productive models to avoid such impacts in the future, as well as to catalyze opportunities and attract investments through SWFs.

[4] We use US$ as the sign for the United States dollars to distinguish it from many other currencies in the region which use $ (Mexico, Chile, Colombia, etc.). In the rest of the report, US$ are represented just by the $ sign.


### TABLE 1
Latin American Sovereign Wealth Funds vs Covid-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fondo de Estabilización Económica y Social</strong></td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fondo de Reserva de Pensiones</strong></td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>Contributions suspended</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heritage and Stabilization Fund</strong></td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fondo de Estabilización Fiscal</strong></td>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>105%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fondo de Ahorro y Estabilización</strong></td>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fondo Mexicano del Petróleo</strong></td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fondo de Ahorro de Panamá</strong></td>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fondo de Estabilización Macroeconómica</strong></td>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Natural Resources Fund</strong></td>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Savings and Stabilization Fund</strong></td>
<td>Suriname</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>42.20</td>
<td>29.90</td>
<td>13.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Sovereign Wealth Research (IE Center for the Governance of Change)
Brazil used to have a relevant SWF (Fundo Soberano do Brasil, FSB). It was since 2011). Assets under management amounted to US$13 billion, have been either committed or directly withdrawn by governments to combat the effects of the Covid-19 economic, medical and social crisis. Peru, Colombia, and Chile SWFs accumulated most of this effort with withdrawals totaling US$12.1bn.

The region has 10 SWFs (although only 8 of them are in operation today: Suriname has not yet put its SWF to work and the Venezuela SWF remains inactive). Twelve months and a pandemic later, the total AuM contracted to US$29 billion as of June 2020. The difference, US$13 billion, have been either committed or directly withdrawn by governments to combat the effects of the Covid-19 economic, medical and social crisis. Peru, Colombia, and Chile SWFs accumulated most of this effort with withdrawals totaling US$12.1bn.

COLOMBIA

Fondo de Ahorro y Estabilización (FAE)

**Creation Date:** 2012 (Act 1530)

**Mission:**
- Stabilization of public spending over time
- Intergenerational savings

**Periodic Reports:**
- Annual, quarterly and monthly reports

**Source of funds - ultimate:** Hydrocarbon (petroleum)

The GDP is expected to contract by 8.2% in 2020 and one of the most suffering economic indicators is the foreign direct investment. In the first nine months of the year, it fell 49.7%, compared with the year-earlier period.

In March 2020, Colombia established a financial emergency vehicle to mitigate the effect of lockdowns on the economy and acquiring medical equipment and devices to combat the virus. This emergency mitigation fund, called FOME, has been financed through a variety of sources, including pre-existing public funds, charity support and the issuance of new international debt. Specifically, half of the new emergency fund has been funded through a special loan from the Fondo de Ahorro y Estabilización (FAE), Colombia’s sovereign stabilization fund. FAE is getting depleted temporarily to help the national authorities fighting this exceptional situation. Almost 87% of the fund, US$3.23bn, were exchanged to dollars and transferred to the FOME. The fund accumulated its resources during the prosperous years since its inception in 2012. And it is now serving its mission: acting as an umbrella in rainy days. And, as someone put, this year is pouring. SWFs of this type grow in the good years to be used in the bad fiscal years. The particular form of the Covid-19 crisis made quick reaction more important than ever, and that is why having this pool of buffer capital alleviated the pressure on the fiscal balances. The country is expected to grow 4% in 2021, while the fiscal rule was suspended for two years to provide sufficient flexibility to respond to the health and economic crises. Yet, to return to macro prudence and fiscal stability is one of the main missions of these countries, and the way to follow is to rebuild the FAE again to be ready for the next crisis.

Similarly, Peru’s economy is expected to contract -15.9% in 2020, the worst recession in the Western hemisphere with the exception of the Caribbean islands and Venezuela. Peru's weaker demand and longer than expected lockdown periods offset the significant effort made by the government and translated into large unemployment growth. In the case of Peru, its sovereign stabilization fund (Fondo de Estabilización Fiscal, FEF), which peaked US$9.2bn in December 2014, have transferred 99% of its capital to a special government account after selling US$5.29bn dollars to acquire Peruvian soles to run the emergency measures in the medical and social fronts.
In April 2020, Peru issued US$3bn in new debt at historically low rates as the resources from FEF fell short of the enormous needs to assist an economy heavily hit by the lockdowns, informality and commodity prices. In November 2020, in the middle of a severe institutional crisis—Peru had 3 different presidents in just one week—the Treasury issued new debt in three tranches, one of them of ultra-long maturity (beyond 100 years) totaling US$4bn. The confidence of international investors was manifested in the excessive demand for these bonds, which tripled the offering\(^\text{[15]}\). This is an indirect effect of sovereign stabilization funds: they first help to build and maintain reputation of fiscal macro prudence, and secondly, mitigate the adverse effects of the fiscal imbalances by assisting in the bad years. It looks also, that having a well ruled sovereign stabilization fund helps in restoring confidence of international investors, which supported long-term and significant debt issuances\(^\text{[16]}\). In 2021, the country would experience the most important economic rebound among its South American peers, with GDP growth projections of 7.3\(^{[17]}\). Thus, as in the case of FAE in Colombia, the FEF is close to running out of funds, for the good of the country today, while FAE has also served to aligning the country on a stable macroeconomic and fiscal prudent path in the past. This is why to rebuild FEF is of paramount importance in the coming years. The future looks more fragile without this specific buffer, so to build up again solid fiscal rules should be a priority for Peru too.

In April 2020, Peru issued US$3bn in new debt at historically low rates as the resources from FEF fell short of the enormous needs to assist an economy heavily hit by the lockdowns, informality and commodity prices. In November 2020, in the middle of a severe institutional crisis—Peru had 3 different presidents in just one week—the Treasury issued new debt in three tranches, one of them of ultra-long maturity (beyond 100 years) totaling US$4bn. The confidence of international investors was manifested in the excessive demand for these bonds, which tripled the offering\(^\text{[15]}\). This is an indirect effect of sovereign stabilization funds: they first help to build and maintain reputation of fiscal macro prudence, and secondly, mitigate the adverse effects of the fiscal imbalances by assisting in the bad years. It looks also, that having a well ruled sovereign stabilization fund helps in restoring confidence of international investors, which supported long-term and significant debt issuances\(^\text{[16]}\). In 2021, the country would experience the most important economic rebound among its South American peers, with GDP growth projections of 7.3\(^{[17]}\). Thus, as in the case of FAE in Colombia, the FEF is close to running out of funds, for the good of the country today, while FAE has also served to aligning the country on a stable macroeconomic and fiscal prudent path in the past. This is why to rebuild FEF is of paramount importance in the coming years. The future looks more fragile without this specific buffer, so to build up again solid fiscal rules should be a priority for Peru too.

Thus, as in the case of FAE in Colombia, the FEF is close to running out of funds, for the good of the country today, while FAE has also served to aligning the country on a stable macroeconomic and fiscal prudent path in the past. This is why to rebuild FEF is of paramount importance in the coming years. The future looks more fragile without this specific buffer, so to build up again solid fiscal rules should be a priority for Peru too.

\[\text{PERU}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fondo de Estabilización Fiscal (FEF)(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creation Date:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mission:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Periodic Reports:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of funds - ultimate:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{CHILE}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fondo de Estabilización Económica y Social (FEES)(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creation Date:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Mission:** | • Stabilization of public spending  
• Protection against copper prices volatility |
| **Periodic Reports:** | Annual, quarterly and monthly reports |
| **Source of funds - ultimate:** | Mining (copper) |


\[^{[16]}\text{The FEF is capped at 3% of the GDP. Excess resources are allocated to a special fund to redeem public debt.}\]

Chile suffered a multiple-faced crisis in 2020 at the institutional, medical, social, economic and commodity fronts. Yet, the economy is going to be among the least impacted, with a decline of 6% in 2020, and an expected recovery of 4.5% in 2021. The strong recovery in the international copper prices may explain part of the effect, copper prices grew 25% since January and more than 65% since the end of March.

Chile has two different SWFs. A particular feature shared by other countries which prefer to establish separated funds per mission. Both the Fondo de Estabilización Económica y Social (FEES) and the Fondo de Reserva de Pensiones (FRP) fulfill a stabilization role, despite recent venturing of FEES in riskier assets (listed equities). They both had served in the past as instruments for emergency resources. This time, the Ministry of Finance reported withdrawals amounting US$3.01bn from the FEES since April. These resources will contribute to the financing of the nation’s budget, the fulfillment of an economic emergency plan, and to repay treasury’s external debt maturing in August 2020[20]. By the end of the year, FEES total assets under management would be worth US$9.5bn, 30% less than before the crisis[21].

On its part, the FRP fulfills a similar role to Australia and New Zealand’s SWFs: that is, to respond to the ageing population challenge. A demographic scenario that Chile faces composed of two main characteristics: greater life expectancy and an increase in the elderly population. The mission of the FRP is to support the financing of the pension system and guarantee the pension contributions considered in the pension reform. In line with the Fiscal Responsibility Law, the FRP is increased each year by a minimum amount equivalent to 0.2% of the previous year GDP, independently of the fiscal situation. If the effective fiscal surplus is greater than 0.2% of GDP, the FRP receives a contribution equivalent to said surplus with a maximum of 0.5% of GDP[30]. This year, due to Covid-19, it was agreed that no contributions will be made into the fund in the years 2020 and 2021. The resources will be directed to support families and SMEs[24].

Latin America and the Caribbean SWFs: From fighting the Covid-19 to unveiling strategic opportunities

SMALLER FUNDS AND A SUBSTANTIAL MIS- SION: PANAMA AND TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Other smaller funds in the region have experienced analogous trends influenced by the prices of the underlying assets. The board of the Fondo de Ahorro de Panamá (FAP) approved a transfer of US$85 million, in its first-ever withdrawal, in July 2020 “to help support the country and the administration in their fight against the economic consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic”[26]. The funds were used to reinforce with US$10 million the Housing Solidarity Fund program, which entails subsidies of US$10,000 to low-income families for the acquisition of homes worth up to US$60,000, and to support with US$5 million the programs of the Ministry of Health to purchase of equipment, medical supplies and medicines, among others. Additionally, a second transfer of US$20 million to the National Treasury was made in September 2020, with the purpose of helping the government with the purchase of Co-

[23] Chile Sovereign Wealth Funds (2020). Available at https://www.hacienda.cl/areas-de-trabajo/finanzas-internacionales/fondos-soberanos/fondo-de-reserva-de-pensiones
vid-19 vaccines[27]. The law creating the FAP establishes that transfers are conditional on the assets of the FAP not remaining below 2% of the GDP of the previous year[28]. In July, the withdrawing of US$85 million left FAP’s equity valued at US$1,429 million. In September, the additional US$20 million (excluding the investment performance in the third quarter) left the fund at US$1,409 million, which represented 2.1% of the nominal GDP of 2019. Therefore, the limits established in the Law creating the FAP were prudently met. This shows again that the commitment made by countries with SWFs fulfils a double mission of stabilizing public finances but also of ensuring transparency and accountability in the management of the inflows and outflows of the funds. Panama is one of the three Latin American SWFs members of the IFSWF, along with Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana, which we discuss below.

Precisely, in Trinidad and Tobago, the Covid-19 crisis brought a new legislation to govern its SWF. In early March 2020, the bylaws of the Heritage and Stabilization Fund (HSF), were amended. The reconfigurations now allow the government an emergency use of the HSF’s funds. Specifically, the reconfiguration allows to fast-track the withdraw of funds in three cases: declaration of a disaster area, existence of a dangerous infectious disease or oil revenue drop. T&T faced the latter two on March 2020[29]. Accordingly, the government was planning to source US$1.1 billion from the HSF to face a catastrophic situation helping the government’s social support plans and VAT return payments to small and medium enterprises. Until June 2020, the official figure of withdrawals from HSF was US$680 million. Further US$300 million were withdrawn from the HSF in August. This brought the total withdrawals to US$980 million in 2020, within the maximum withdrawal limit of US$1.5 billion set under the law[30].

In the case of Mexico, between January and November 2020, the funds contributing to the Fondo Mexicano del Petróleo para la Estabilización y el Desarrollo (FMPED) fell by 53%. The drop corresponds to the collapse of international crude prices accelerated as the World went on its global lockdown between March and May 2020[31]. FMP is the parent organization of the Reserva de Largo Plazo (Long-term Reserve) which we consider as the...
Mexican SWF. The FMP is in charge of distributing the petroleum income among the various domestic agencies, specific stabilization or sectoral funds, establishing a more transparent process and facilitating coordination and accountability to the Mexican oil industry. Yet, the size of the Reserve remains small (US$1.09bn, as of November 2020), given its assets are planned to grow only on particularly good economic circumstances (specifically, when GDP is above 4.7% or there are excessive hydrocarbon resources). None of the two conditions would increase the asset base of the Reserve. The Reserve itself was not able to compensate the negative effects of the crisis in the country either mitigating or adapting the Mexican economy to the Covid-19 crisis. Suriname established its SWF in 2017. Yet, it is not operational yet. With prior experience in the oil sector, its Savings and Stabilization Fund of Suriname (SSFS) works as an extension of Staatsolie, which fulfills two roles simultaneously: national oil company and oil industry regulator. After recent relevant discoveries in 2020, expectations mounted on the division of roles between Staatsolie and the SWF-to-be SSFS. Suriname’s economy is expected to shrink by -15% in 2020. Spending from the SSFS is limited by defined rules in the event of national disasters or mining revenue income drop. A proper management of the resources and the ability to accumulate will allow Suriname’s authorities to smooth the oil price boom and bust cycle that heavily frames the prosperity of this small Dutch-speaking economy.

Guyana is the latest newcomer to the Latin American SWF club. According to ExxonMobil estimates, the total oil reserves in Guyana may reach 8 billion barrels, ahead of established oil nations like Ecuador or Angola. This vast amount of wealth would be shared among a very tiny population (there are less than 800,000 Guyanese people) making the country the largest oil per capita nation globally. To put this in perspective, the largest oil producer, Saudi Arabia, has approximately 1,900 barrels of offshore reserves per person, Guyana has 3,900. Propelled from the starting of extraction of its massive oil discoveries, Guyana is the only country expected to grow at a rate above 5% in 2020, the pandemic year. The IMF projects an annual real GDP growth of 26%, year-over-year.

Guyana’s Natural Resource Fund was established in 2019 and, currently NPF is an associate member of the IFSWF, looking to ensure best practices are established. With more than US$140 million accrued in the Natural Resources Fund, the fund faces the pressure of success in a complex institutional setting. For instance, the newly elected government (March 2020) plans to revise the act that established the fund and plans not to touch the NRF until certain reforms are put in place including committee that will approve withdrawals from the fund. The NRF Acta, approved by the previous government, states conditions and circumstances for expenditure. Section 27, for example, deals with using funds for Emergency Financing, and while it speaks to the triggering condition being “the occurrence of a major natural disaster”, which refers technically to geologic phenomena such as earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, etc. The use of the NRF to serve the interests of the Guyanese people and avoid dependency will remain crucial. Guyana oil discoveries offer a tremendous opportunity to this small country, but they also open the door to the natural curse. Other examples of super rich resource-based economies like Venezuela or Angola, should be a warning for the new government. Once again, governance, transparency and accountability will play a fundamental role to drive the fund to accomplish its triple mission of stabilization, savings and sustainable development.

The Venezuela’s Fondo de Estabilización Macroeconómica (FEM) was established in 1998. Three years later, in November 2001, the FEM reached its peak in assets under management with more than US$7.1 billion. Since then, a quick decline in assets left the FEM with only a tenth of its resources in 2003. Since February 2011, the FEM exists only as a latent fund with US$3 million in the coffers and no reported activity. The FEM experienced at least 10 reforms in its first 10 years. Its mandate, mission and fiscal rule, were amended, corrected and modified. One of the most important changes was set in 2005 when PDVSA (the Venezuela giant oil company) stopped contributing to the fund, reducing substantially the linkage of FEM to crude oil resources and its growth projections.

Venezuela faces a resource curse like other mineral-rich countries before. With vast oil proven reserves above 300 billion barrels, ranked number one in the world, Venezuela controls 25% of all the crude oil reserves in the planet. Yet, no resources were available, through FEM, to combat the Co-
Latin American sovereign funds: opportunity for development and co-investment

LATIN AMERICA AND THE NEED TO ATTRACT INVESTMENT (FDI)

Investment is a deciding factor for economic development as it boosts aggregate demand in the short term and improves the capabilities of the productive apparatus and its environment in the medium and long term. However, Latin America has traditionally had a low investment level which has inhibited its capacity for growth and development. The investment (as a share of GDP) in the region has averaged 20% over the last 30 years (1990-2019), that is four percentage points lower than the World’s average, six lower than the Middle East and Central Asia and 15 points lower than the emerging economies in Asia. According to the analysis made by the ECLAC, the minimum level of investment compatible with high growth in the long term is 25%, a threshold that has not been reached in the region in any financial year in the last three decades\[41\].

To close this gap in investment and catch up with other geographical areas with a higher level of development, there are two possible sources of capital, internal savings and external savings. In Latin America, as in other middle-income regions, capital stock is essentially financed through internal savings (90%), resulting in an insufficient source.

To reach the emerging countries’ average, Latin America would need to increase internal savings by 7 GDP points (about US$360 billion), which is deemed to be practically impossible given the numerous barriers that prevent this volume of savings. These include: low income levels, a high marginal propensity for consumption and inefficient financial systems and weak capital markets.

It is therefore necessary to resort to external savings to reach the required average levels of investment that would enable Latin America to catch up with other regions with a similar level of development\[40\]. Faced with this necessity, foreign direct investment (FDI) plays an essential role. Latin America has received US$2.26 billion in FDI in accumulated terms, which makes it a very positive source of finance when it comes to integrating the Latin American economy into the world or constructing an export base. It should also be pointed out that as this is essentially long-term investment, this has enabled more stable external financing (as opposed to more volatile short-term capital that has caused sudden stop events). However, the FDI received by Latin America is clearly insufficient given the region’s external capital requirements, taking into account the above-mentioned difficulties for supporting growth and development with internal savings. In this regard, it has become necessary to open new channels and means of facilitating the arrival of FDI in the region, and sovereign wealth funds could well play a central role.

SOVEREIGN FUNDS AS A LEVER FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOR FDI ATTRACTION

In line with the activity undertaken in other countries, both advanced and middle income economies, sovereign funds could generate a knock-on effect on FDI that could increase the flow of external capital toward Latin America. This capital should be long-term oriented, to contribute both to finance industrial development policies, as well as to support infrastructure and capitalize companies of strategic interest for the different governments. As seen, the Latin America SWF industry is heavily oriented toward budget stabilization and fiscal buffer, with the exception of Brazil, whose sovereign fund was originally destined for development, although this was not then the case. With regard to this, there is a window of opportunity for a more ambitious SWF strategy that combines fiscal and development objectives and that fosters FDI attraction to Latin America. Progress toward this strategy requires significant changes in the mission, mandates, structure and working of the sovereign funds that currently operate within the region. Specifically, a combination of two original elements is required. First, SWFs need to incorporate a support objective that is specific to economic development in the fund’s mission and mandate; second, there is a need to create co-investment structures together with international investors supporting the strategy. They could generate the expected knock-on effect toward the region for development purposes.


In recent years, both elements—to promote strategic development and to establish co-investment schemes—have been integrated by SWFs in other geographies.

Sovereign development funds (SDFs), also known as sovereign strategic funds, have been in existence since the 1970s and have been extensively used for financing economic and industrial development policies. In this regard, many major SDFs have been a key factor in financing economic development in their own countries. This is the case of Mubadala in the United Arab Emirates, where it played a vital role in the strategy fostering industrial development, sector diversification and decreasing dependence on hydrocarbons, implemented by the UAE’s government. Mubadala has been extremely important in the development of sectors such as aerospace, healthcare and renewable energies in the UAE. Their investment in the aerospace sector has been especially important as it has promoted development in this sector from scratch. As a result, Strata, a wholly owned subsidiary of Mubadala, currently supplies advanced composite aero-structures to leading aircraft manufacturers such as Airbus or Boeing. This is also the case of Temasek, the sovereign fund in Singapore, that has been pivotal in the development of numerous industries as a result of the financial support of public companies in sectors such as telecommunications, transport and airlines, participating in companies such as SingTel, ST Engineering or Singapore Airlines. But these strategies, promoted by sovereign funds and focused on economic development, are not only undertaken by major sovereign funds in high-income countries, but also by smaller sovereign funds operating in mid-income countries with the specific objective of industrialization and economic development. This is the case of SDS in Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Turkey, Malaysia, Kazakhstan or the newly established fund in Indonesia.

In recent years, a growing number of SWFs have developed consistent co-investment strategies with international partners. This strategy has enabled them to generate new engagements with international investors and to undertake domestic operations in a syndicated manner. These structures come into existence when the international and domestic SWFs share a long-term investment horizon. They are particularly advantageous for international investors as they facilitate diversification strategies (both geographically and in asset class), help to increase the scale (and capacity to negotiate) in their operations, and to obtain direct knowledge of local industry and regulation. This format and type of operation has been particularly significant in Europe in recent years. This has been the case of CDP Equity in Italy (formerly known as Fondo Strategico Italiano) and their alliances with Qatar or Kuwait to promote and invest in Italian exporting and manufacturing companies; in France, CDC International Capital (now integrated into Bpifrance), established alliances with Mubadala to invest in French companies; in Spain, the SOPEF (Spain Oman Private Equity Fund) an alliance between COHIDES, a publicly-private enterprise, and the Oman sovereign fund (OIA) is already investing in Spanish companies going global. But there are further examples in other geographical areas outside Europe. In Africa, the Nigeria Sovereign Investment Authority (NSIA) is investing heavily in the fertilizer and ammonia industries, with the aim of reducing the dependence on hydrocarbons on which the Nigerian economy has traditionally relied. NSIA is currently identifying international investors to participate in other projects beyond agriculture including road infrastructure, healthcare or power. Other funds that are especially active in this co-investment strategy include the Russian Direct Investment Fund, Senegal’s FONSIS and India’s National Infrastructure Investment that have a clear vocation for co-investment together with international investors to foster economic development.

Sovereign wealth funds may associate with three types of investors for the purpose of channelling and attracting FDI. These funds collaborate in investments with other sovereign funds and are usually the result of high-level agreements between governments. For example, the Moroccan sovereign fund, Ithmar Capital, established to foster the country infrastructure, attracted commitments worth US$2.5 billion from other sovereign funds in the MENA region, such as Kuwait Investment Authority, Qatar Investment Authority, Public Investment Fund of Saudi Arabia, or IPC (now incorporated into Mubadala). Also, SWFs are increasing the number of co-investment deals with global private equity firms such as KKR, Apollo, TPG or CVC. These firms associate with sovereign funds in a win-win relationship as private equity managers obtain patient capital as limited partners (and potential access to certain deals) while SWFs gain access to investment expertise and global experience. A particular example could be that of Apax Partners, whose shareholders include sovereign funds such as CIC, GIC, the Future Fund of Australia; other big private equity houses like Blackstone or Carlyle, have had close and long-term relationships with CIC and Mubadala, respectively. Finally, there have been co-investment agreements between sovereign funds and pension funds (mainly Canadian). Some of the most prominent and large-scale funds including Canada Pension Plan Investment Board (CPP), Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan (OTPP), British Columbia Investment Management Corporation (BCI), or PSP Investments, have undertaken operations with sovereign funds from China, Singapore, Qatar, Kuwait or Abu Dhabi.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR LATIN AMERICA

The establishment of sovereign funds with a development and strategic purpose has proliferated in recent years, as has the creation of joint operations that enable the attraction of foreign capital. Both trends are shaping the evolution of the sovereign funds industry, however none of them have been utilized by sovereign funds in Latin America. The region could benefit from adopting these strategies for a number of reasons. First, as explained before, Latin America has a low level of internal savings and depends on international sources of capital to close this investment gap in comparison to other geographical areas. Second, there are numerous deficiencies affecting productivity. There is a huge deficit of infrastructures, for instance, and manufacturing productivity is quite low due to persistent low levels of innovation. SWFs tend to invest
heavily on infrastructure and exporting companies. Third, sovereign funds may generate a call effect on other long-term investors promoting the type of FDI needed in Latin America: long term, stable and development oriented. Fourth, the existence of SDFs in the region could remove entry barriers, ease deal sourcing, and reduce legal risks, so that international investment funds can increase their exposure in the region.

Going down to the ground, there are two particular areas where Latin American SDFs could be used strategically: infrastructure and technology companies. First, according to the Inter-American Development Bank (AIDB, or BID in Spanish) data, the infrastructure investment gap in Latin America and the Caribbean is approximately 2.5% of GDP, equivalent to about US$150 billion per year. Of all types of investment, that of infrastructure is one of the most essential for economic growth (transportation, telecommunications, energy, water or sanitation). A number of studies have revealed that insufficient infrastructure is one of the main problems that restrict development in Latin America and the competitiveness of its companies. SWFs, with US$400 billion invested in infrastructure, have an important role to play, especially in geographical areas featuring an ongoing deficit in infrastructures. Other emerging and frontier economies have used their SDFs to catalyze investments to domestic infrastructure projects. For example, Nigeria’s Sovereign Investment Authority (NSIA) played a crucial role in a gas project in which it is co-investing with the Moroccan Ithmar Capital, with the final objective of transporting gas not only to West Africa but also to Europe. Another example is the Senegal’s FONSIS (Fonds Souverain d’Investissements Stratégiqques) that has financed projects for residential infrastructures and special economic zones in the west of the country.

Second, Latin America business landscape is composed of micro, small and medium-sized companies, characterized by low productivity and limited capacity for innovation, whereas companies with greater capacity, where they exist, are the exception rather than the rule. The FDI inflows in the region have contributed to an increase in entrepreneurial capabilities, as its businesses are highly concentrated in primary sectors or manufacturing of weak value-added products. Given this scenario, SWFs could contribute to financing the development of more innovative businesses and to promote a larger scale entrepreneurial sector. These institutional funds are increasingly involved in investment in technology, both directly and especially through venture capital funds, for the purpose of diversifying portfolios, obtaining returns on investment and access to innovative business models and disruptive technologies. Only in 2018 these funds participated in investment rounds amounting to US$30 billion, that represented 9% of the total venture capital funds invested that year. SWFs such as Temasek, GIC, Mubadala, the Australia Future Fund, or ADIA invest regularly both as limited partners of venture capital funds, for the purpose of diversifying portfolios, obtaining returns on investment and access to innovative business models and disruptive technologies.
INTRODUCTION

When one thinks of the world’s largest SWFs, the China Investment Corporation (CIC) naturally comes to mind. With almost USD 1 trillion assets under management, the CIC ranks second among global SWFs in the IE Sovereign Wealth Research Ranking 2019. Its size and the developmental trajectory of its ultimate sponsor, the People’s Republic of China, has engendered equal parts fascination and scrutiny from investors, regulators, and academics.

Since Opening Up and Reform in 1987, China has undergone rapid transformation, and adopted a pragmatic, experimentalist approach to economic development, best encapsulated by the idiom, ‘crossing the river by feeling the stones’, made famous by former Premier, Deng Xiaoping.

The CIC is a microcosm of China’s experimentalist approach to economic governance. This in-depth chapter chronicles the CIC’s unique story from inception 13 years ago, which is a story of organisational learning and adaptation at its core. Established in 2007, a handful of reformist policymakers and Wall Street returnees were the architects behind the CIC. Over the years, the organisation has evolved from a fledging SWF highly reliant on external expertise to a global SWF with the capacity to move markets. More importantly, CIC is paving a new way forward that is increasingly reflective of its unique identity.

The CIC is in many ways a hybrid entity, adaptive to China’s legacy of socialism manifest in the commitment to state ownership, new industrial policy and a prioritising of national economic development, but also financialised and marketised forms of economic governance that reflect broader trends in the global economy.

A SNAPSHOT IN TIME

We first provide a broad strokes contextualisation of the CIC in 2020, in terms of its current corporate structure, growth trajectory and its distinguishing features relative to China’s other SWFs, as well as the macro-economics and contentious backstory behind its establishment, which are pivotal in understanding many of the CIC’s early investment decisions.

The contemporary CIC is in fact three discreet entities under one umbrella: CIC International, CIC Capital and Central Huijin. CIC International manages the SWF’s public equity, fixed income, private equity (PE), minority and co-investments. CIC Capital is charged with managing the fund’s direct investments in infrastructure, energy, agriculture and other forms of FDI, as well as bilateral, multilateral and platform investments. Central Huijin, for which operational firewalls are maintained from the other two entities, is a key shareholder of China’s largest state-owned banks and financial institutions, including the Big Four commercial banks: Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, Agricultural Bank of China, Bank of China, and China Construction Bank.
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Although the CIC is internationally regarded as a global SWF, when speaking of the CIC’s global investment activities, it is to only CIC International and CIC Capital that we refer. As indicated by the distribution of staff, Central Huijin, CIC’s domestic banking arm, is more than double the fund’s global portfolio. Of the 689 staff at CIC as of June 2020, only 204 belong to CIC’s global investment arms.\(^2\)

Assets under management reflects the same dynamic. The CIC’s total portfolio comprises a combined USD 1,047 billion while Central Huijin (domestic portfolio) holds a combined RMB 4.7 trillion (USD 684 billion) in state-owned financial equity as of year-end 2019, approximately 40 per cent of central state-owned banking capital.

Injected with an initial 200 billion in registered capital in 2007, the CIC has realised an annualised cumulative net return of 6.13 per cent since inception. However, the ride has not been smooth. The CIC has had to contend with a poor global investment climate on the heels of the financial crisis when the CIC posted heavy losses in a number of financial acquisitions, and again around 2015 when growth plateaued.

The CIC was established as a global SWF with a mandate to diversify China’s foreign reserve holdings, however the majority of holdings belong to Central Huijin, a pivotal organisation charged with managing of the state’s banking sector. To understand the CIC’s unique structure, it is important to understand the bureaucratic and macroeconomic beginnings of the organisation.

CONTEN TIOUS BEGINNINGS
The CIC was born out of an inter-ministerial turf-war between the reformist central bank, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC), and the central planners, the Ministry of Finance (MOF). At the time, the State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE), which regulates access to the state’s foreign exchange holdings, was administered by the PBOC, and was charged with managing the country’s growing pot of US dollars.

The CIC’s beginnings inform heavily the early attention paid to the organisation from within China and the domestic pressure on the CIC to outperform its PBOC, restructure the financial system. CIC was fully incorporated in 2007 and capitalised via a MOF special treasury bond issue of USD 200 billion to the CIC’s own coffers, creating considerable pressure for the newly established entity.

Adding fuel to the fire were the regulatory rumblings taking place at the global level. The CIC among other emergent SWFs had raised concern among recipient nations including the United States (US) and the European Union (EU). Larry Summers, then US Secretary of the Treasury, had publicly called for oversight.

SWFs were in the spotlight because they represented the growing significance of state capitalist countries like China, Russia and Singapore in issues of national security. Beginning in 2005, the Dubai Ports World controversy, where the United Arab Emirates-based state-owned enterprise (SOE) attempted to acquire US port management businesses at 6 major US ports, had ignited discussion within the US surrounding the national security implications of acquisitions by foreign governments. US Treasury then lead multilateral efforts that ultimately resulted in the Santiago Principles, a set of best practice principles for global SWFs, established in 2008. In the wake of these developments, the CIC was not only facing scrutiny from domestic regulators, but also internationally.

The other prominent SWF is the National Social Security Fund (NSSF). As its name suggests, the NSSF is primarily intended to complement the state’s social security system with conservative investments. Established in 2000, it is the sole SWF mandated to ensure national social security funding and relies almost exclusively on third-party assets managers. With a considerably narrower investment mandate, it differs from the CIC in terms of its ability to undertake higher risk, strategic or direct investments.

Relative to SAFE, the CIC is modest in size, but it is the only organ officially mandated to diversify the country’s foreign exchange holdings as a global SWF. The CIC has autonomy over its own foreign currency into RMB for Chinese banks. As of 2020, SAFE manages China’s official reserve assets of USD 3.2 trillion.

The CIC is not China’s first nor only SWF. SAFE established a Hong Kong subsidiary in 1997, which has been actively managing a portion of the country’s foreign reserves over since. SAFE both regulates and manages the state’s foreign reserve holdings and is the exclusive organ designated to clear foreign currency into RMB for Chinese banks. As such, SAFE is an essential administrative step in realising projects for cross-border state-owned trade and investment. As of 2000, SAFE manages China’s official reserve assets of USD 32 trillion.
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The other prominent SWF is the National Social Security Fund (NSSF). As its name suggests, the NSSF is primarily intended to complement the state’s social security system with conservative investment returns. Established in 2000, it is the sole SWF mandated to ensure national social security funding and relies almost exclusively on third-party assets managers. With a considerably narrower investment mandate, it differs from the CIC in terms of its ability to undertake higher risk, strategic or direct investments.

As of 2019, the NSSF has over USD 406 billion in assets under management, the bulk of which is invested in domestic assets.

Relative to SAFE, the CIC is modest in size, but it is the only organ officially mandated to diversify the country’s foreign exchange holdings as a global SWF. The CIC has autonomy over its own foreign exchange, giving it significant latitude to invest overseas. Moreover, buoyed by the successful public listing of three of the Big Four banks on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, CIC was able to use the dividend payouts from its bank holdings to offset the early losses from its global investment portfolio.
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THE HISTORY OF THE CIC
The history of the CIC can be characterised by three phases. The early years from 2007 to 2010, defined by learning, a paired-back organisational structure, and a focus on financial acquisitions. Coinciding with the global financial crisis, the CIC committed to a series of bold financial investments that reflected a willingness to take on risky projects. Next came the middle years from 2011-2014 characterised by a scaling back of the kinds of high-profile investments made in the early period. This is an era of re-enforcement for the SWF, with greater attention to organisational capacity building. Around this time the CIC also ventured into new partnerships with SWFs and private institutional investors via bilateral and multilateral partnerships that resulted in a series of successful infrastructural acquisitions. Finally, in the post 2015 era, the CIC takes flight. With the establishment of CIC Capital, the SWF renewed its commitment to diverse forms of direct investment and partnerships amidst the shifting sands of China’s domestic and international economic outlook. We lay out these three periods of CIC development in the penultimate sections of the chapter.

THE EARLY YEARS: 2007-2010
The period from 2007 to 2010 is characterised by a high degree of learning for the CIC. Moreover, this learning was largely based on adopting existing systems and practices. The organisation of the CIC emulated the internal structure of funds from abroad. Prior to the establishment of CIC International and CIC Capital, the structure of the organisation was much more paired back. The global portfolio was still managed under CIC as a single entity, and so meant that direct investments could be considered part of the same portfolio as public market equities and fixed income, restricting managers’ discretion in pursuing direct projects that they would later have under CIC Capital.

To build capacity, the CIC adopted two major strategies. First, the organisation insourced professional talent via the recruitment of returnees and the aid of institutional peers who provided pro-bono expertise. The first chairman of the CIC, Lou Jiwei, a former MOF official, led an experienced team of senior executives, including Jin Liqun, current Chairman of the Asian Infrastructure and Investment Bank, who had served in senior positions at the Asian Development Bank, the World Bank, and the Monetary Policy Committee of PBOC prior to joining the CIC.

However, the SWF lacked a tranche of middle management that would have the required experience to build operational and investment capacity from the inside. The CIC has always maintained an active policy of recruiting returnees from abroad. In the ten years since incorporation, the number of global investment staff with overseas education or work experience has grown from over 50 to 82 per cent. Yet the average age of global investment staff, based on 2018 figures, averages 38, reflecting the relative youth of the organisation.

The CIC tried to bridge the gap between new graduate hires and senior management by stipulating a hiring policy of a minimum of six years of relevant international experience. Another, arguably more immediate solution, was the secondment of professionals from institutional peers to the CIC. These arrangements were particularly common in the early years when CIC was heavily reliant on external expertise. They helped to build up operational and managerial capacity. CIC had reached out to a number of other banks for assistance to fill out the missing middle layer. Morgan Stanley, which CIC had acquired a minority stake in 2009, was one such partner who in 2008 tasked operational personnel to advise on the right infrastructure for the CIC. One consequence of the recommendations made was the establishment of an independent investment management operations team that would separate out the operational requirements of the SWF from the management of information technology.

The second strategy was to outsource the firm’s investment management functions. In 2009, 59 per cent of CIC’s global portfolio was externally managed, a proportion that has essentially stayed the same in the decade since. Working with long-standing peers like Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and HSBC as well as private equity funds like KKR, TPG, Blackstone and Carlyle Group has been critical for deal sourcing. These relationships have coalesced into several key acquisitions in the financial sector. The association with Blackstone led to one of the CIC’s largest direct transactions to date. In December 2017, CIC acquired Logicor, Blackstone’s European logistics portfolio, in a EUR 12.3 billion transaction.

FAILING TO TAKE FLIGHT
CIC was aggressive in acquiring financial investments from the get-go. The then new SWF was on a mission to achieve higher returns than the low yield US Treasuries of which the majority of China’s dollar reserves were held in. In the spring of 2007, CIC acquired a 9.9 per cent stake in Blackstone in a USD 3 billion transaction at their peak in the PE fund’s IPO, with no discount or influence, while barring the CIC from selling for four years or making similar investments for a year. Blackstone’s share price fell sharply shortly thereafter, and CIC’s stake value halved a year later. Similarly, CIC purchased USD 5.6 billion in mandatory convertible securities of Morgan Stanley common stock amounting to a 9.86 per cent stake, which was later followed up in 2009 with USD 1.2 billion of Morgan Stanley common stock. In contrast to the Blackstone transaction, which was concluded in a matter of weeks, the CIC was more careful in the Morgan Stanley acquisition.

The Blackstone deal also came at a time when other state-owned banking giants were facing scrutiny from their overseas losses. China Development Bank had purchased a 3.1 per cent stake in Barclays Bank in 2007 to cushion the bank from further losses. The Blackstone deal also came at a time when other SOEs were facing scrutiny from their overseas losses. The Chinese government had purchased a 3.1 per cent stake in Barclays Bank in 2007 to cushion the bank from further losses. The deal was preceded by months of negotiation. Nevertheless, the deal lacked the kinds of protections that were common in similar transactions in the West.

These early purchases were indicative of the growing appetite of the CIC and the pressure it was under as a fledging organisation with USD 200 billion of public money to manage, and informed to some extent the tone of relations with the MOF moving forward. In 2010, the CIC had requested an additional USD 200 billion capital injection from the MOF, but that was eventually cut back by half.

In 2011, the Board of Directors extended CIC’s investment performance target to be based on a 10-year horizon. The extension gave the CIC latitude to restructure the organisation in a way that was more resilient and aligned with the nature of the fund as a long-term investor, and less beholden to short-term volatility and liquidity risks. The CIC established CIC International, which legally separates the SWFs global portfolio from Central Huijin. For all intents and purposes, these two entities became operationally distinct. CIC opened subsidiary offices in Toronto and Hong Kong in the same year, expanding the SWF’s operations abroad, and facilitating access to local market knowhow. The opening of the Toronto office, in particular, is not without significance, given the size of Canada’s mining sector. The CIC also made a number of refinements to its investment decision-making, inaugurating a project management system, set up a dealing room, experimented with a number of allocation and investment benchmarks, and established a separate private equity investment model that would precede the establishment of CIC Capital in 2015.


In the aftermath of the global financial crisis, the CIC sought to strengthen the foundations laid previously. If the early years of the CIC were characterised by learning through adoption and bold acquisitions in finance, the middle years were defined by a maturing of organisational capacity and a venturing into diverse forms of partnership. Such arrangements were then helpful in securing a number of energy investments reflective of policy priorities at the national level.

In 2011, the CIC planned to increase its stake in Blackstone to 12.5%. By 2012, the Blackstone share price had fallen by 70 per cent.

These kinds of organisational changes facilitated the fund’s exploration of diverse forms of peer partnerships that saw it leverage its size for knowledge, expertise and local knowhow brought by its partners. In 2014, CIC signed 44 deals including PE, co-investments and direct investments. These included CIC’s first forays into partnerships with other SWFs in the form of bilateral government-to-government arrangements. In 2011, the CIC established the Russia-China Investment Fund together with Vnesheconombank and the Russian Direct Investment Fund and entered talks with the Belgian Federal Holding and Investment Company (SFPi) to set up a limited partnership, the China Belgium Mirror Fund. Similar discussions were held in 2014 to set up a multilateral fund with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations to promote regional investment cooperation.


In 2016, the Board of Directors extended CIC’s investment performance target to be based on a 20-year horizon. The extension gave the CIC latitude to restructure the organisation in a way that was more resilient and aligned with the nature of the fund as a long-term investor, and less beholden to short-term volatility and liquidity risks. The CIC established CIC International, which legally separates the SWFs global portfolio from Central Huijin. For all intents and purposes, these two entities became operationally distinct. CIC opened subsidiary offices in Toronto and Hong Kong in the same year, expanding the SWF’s operations abroad, and facilitating access to local market knowhow. The opening of the Toronto office, in particular, is not without significance, given the size of Canada’s mining sector and CIC’s focus on energy investments in this period.


OIL, GAS, MINING AND INFRASTRUCTURE

In lieu of building up its long-term asset portfolio, the CIC prioritised direct investments in oil, gas, mining and infrastructure to ‘gear investments toward lower risk assets, such as steady return assets and resource-related assets’.[12] The government had also prioritised energy security to meet the country’s developmental needs. SOEs like the China National Offshore Oil Corporation were making key acquisitions in oil and gas giants like Canada’s Nexen. CIC followed suit, acquired a number of energy and infrastructure assets, including a USD 3.15 billion minority investment in GDF Suez (now Engie), a 10 per cent stake in Heathrow Airport entailing board representation, and an 8.68 per cent stake in Thames Water, the UK water and wastewater company.

By 2014, direct acquisitions in these sectors became increasingly challenging as recipient countries sought to introduce tougher foreign investment regulations. The groundwork laid in establishing peer-to-peer partnerships would however pay off in subsequent years.

CIC TAKES FLIGHT, 2015-NOW

The CIC has gradually come into its own from the period beginning 2015. Supported by government initiatives to encourage outbound investment, the CIC found new ways to overcome a challenging global investment climate via new consortium and partnership arrangements that allow it to leverage its expertise and access to the China market.

In 2015, CIC Capital was established with a mandate to manage the fund’s direct, bilateral, multilateral and platform fund investments. CIC recognises the distance to be covered to become internationally competitive. Citing Chinese companies’ poor overseas merger and acquisition (M&A) completion rate, President Tu Guangshao remarked on the need to develop a long-term, systematic overseas M&A strategy.[13] The organisational layout of CIC Capital reflects those existing industries prioritised for direct, long-term holdings, including infrastructure, mining, energy, and agriculture. The restructuring has granted greater autonomy to the appraisal and management of direct investments, which were previously authorised under a single investment committee for CIC’s entire global portfolio. CIC Capital was set up with its own investment and management committee charged with independent decision-making from CIC International, which focuses primarily on public market and fixed income investments.

THE CIC ECOSYSTEM

In this period, CIC undertook a number of consortia deals that facilitated deal-making in priority industries. With private investors, CIC acquired stakes in European infrastructure assets. In 2015, CIC along with Allianz Capital and MEAG Munich ERGO, acquired minority stakes in Tank and Rast, a German autobahn service provider. Similarly, acquisitions like that of Danish telecoms provider TDC in 2018 typify the benefits of consortia deals where CIC can leverage the expertise of long-term global infrastructure funds like Macquarie Infrastructure and Real Assets (MIRA), as well as the local knowhow of three leading Danish pension funds.

With Chinese SOE partners like COSCO, Chinese shipping industry veterans, CIC acquired 65 per cent of Kumarport, Turkey’s largest container port. Similarly, CIC put up 15 per cent of the original investment in the Silk Road Fund, a key investor in Belt and Road projects.

CIC also established several fund partnerships in this period to meet specific strategic objectives. The US market has always presented a challenge for the CIC in terms of direct investments. In its first ever co-GP arrangement, CIC and Goldman Sachs established the USD 5 billion China-US Industrial Cooperation Fund to target US companies with China market potential. Similarly, a partnership with the Ireland Strategic Investment Fund, called the China-Ireland Growth Tech Fund II, was established in 2018. The new fund enables CIC to take on venture capital, an area that CIC, with a minimum investment stake of USD 100 million, cannot scale in-house.

Most recently in 2020, CIC announced the France-China Cooperation Fund in partnership with BNP Paribas and Eurazeo with close to EUR 400 million in first round funding. Like the CIC-Goldman fund, the France-China Cooperation Fund targets companies aiming to grow in China.

These partnerships are indicative of CIC’s evolving strategy in adapting to broader economic transformations at the global and domestic level. First, domestic economic policy has shifted from low-cost export-intensive development to an emphasis on indigenous innovation, technological upgrading and consumption-led growth. Second, Western countries have become increasingly difficult to penetrate owing to the tightening of foreign investment regulation and national security reviews. CIC has sought to leverage its ‘China perspective’, that is, CIC’s knowledge and access to the China market, to meet these dual challenges. Bilateral and multilateral funds like that of CIC and BNP Paribas are a means of Going Out, Bringing In, securing foreign expertise and access with local partners, in exchange for capital and access to the China market.

CIC has sought to leverage its ‘China perspective’, that is, CIC’s knowledge and access to the China market, to meet these dual challenges. Bilateral and multilateral funds like that of CIC and BNP Paribas are a means of Going Out, Bringing In, securing foreign expertise and access with local partners, in exchange for capital and access to the China market.

This has meant the promotion of partnerships with Chinese SOEs and financing. In 2018, CIC constructed a CIC ecosystem application to facilitate intra- and inter- organisational information sharing within the CIC group institutions, or ‘Greater CIC’.

The CIC ecosystem is a ‘1 + 3 + N’ configuration of CIC, CIC International/CIC Capital/Central Huijin, and domestic and foreign partners and Central Huijin’s holding companies. The three-tiered ‘1 + 3 + N’ configuration specifies enhanced information sharing and cooperation among the CIC international investment departments, the leveraging of CIC’s international investment capabilities and domestic know-how in the interests of expanding Central Huijin’s domestic holdings, and to foster cross-border business among the ‘N’ partners of the CIC ecosystem. Linking these CIC constituents enables the organisation to ‘firmly grasp the strategic positioning of Chinese enterprises’ overseas investment in order to better play the sea’ (MnA Fund Annual meeting, Suzhou 2018).[14]
CIC has also sought to implement BRI policy as a means of capitalising on the ‘China perspective’. In 2015, CIC put up 15 per cent of Silk Road Fund’s initial investment, a key BRI financing vehicle. As President Tu had put it, ‘by strengthening the construction of the BRI we can expand a new way of investing abroad’.[15]

CIC’s strategic choices in the last five years show how the SWF has evolved in a manner where it is increasingly able to harness its own institutional capacity and carve out an organisational vision that capitalises on its unique identity at the intersection of domestic and international capital.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCENARIOS

The CIC has evolved, from contentious beginnings that thrust the SWF into existence, to an organisation increasingly able to forge its own strategic path. It is an organisation that has needed to adapt with the times, equipping it with the kind of resilience needed in the current investment climate.

The global economy holds unprecedented challenges for SWFs. Markets have been rocked by the spread of COVID-19 and governments globally have intervened to maintain stability. With the provision of stimulus plans, tapping of reserve funds and new bond issues comes rising protectionism against foreign investment.

In the foreground for the CIC is the ongoing US-China Trade War, which has accelerated Beijing’s efforts to reduce technological and economic reliance on the world’s largest economy without compromising the world’s reliance on China. The Chinese economy currently underpins 40 per cent of global supply chains.

Given the current political economic landscape, we can foresee two key considerations for the CIC. First, the SWF will attempt to balance its mandate to diversify foreign exchange reserves with the current thrust of industrial policy, which favours domestic investment. This means the fund will pivot more toward its domestic portfolio and engage in partnerships and consortia deals supported by CIC’s ‘China perspective’ that bring foreign technology to China or cultivate domestic enterprise. The CIC ecosystem is one such long-term strategy that will place the CIC on a trajectory to integrate itself deeper into the intra-state network of SOEs, state banks and funds targeting priority technologies like semiconductors and microchips.

Second, the CIC has autonomy over its own reserves. In contrast, central-level SOEs that are realising the bulk of foreign projects are heavily invested in BRI countries, which are coordinated at the government-to-government level. For the CIC, whose target markets are non-BRI countries in Europe and North America, minority stakes will be the way forward, but where the commercial terms, regulatory environment and the optics of any given transaction are equally decisive for deal making.

Unchartered waters lie ahead for SWFs. The CIC’s ability to weather the coming storm is ultimately dependent on its ability to build lasting arrangements to bridge the divide between the demands of China’s domestic and international markets.

### IE Sovereign Wealth Research Ranking 2020*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sovereign Wealth Fund</th>
<th>Assets under Management ($bn, US dollars)</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Established</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Government Pension Fund Global</td>
<td>1,290.00</td>
<td>NORWAY</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. China Investment Corporation</td>
<td>1,045.70</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Abu Dhabi Investment Authority</td>
<td>745.00</td>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. State Administration of Foreign Exchange</td>
<td>743.00</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Kuwait Investment Authority</td>
<td>562.00</td>
<td>KUWAIT</td>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Hong Kong Monetary Authority</td>
<td>540.77</td>
<td>HONG KONG SAR (CHINA)</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority</td>
<td>509.40</td>
<td>SAUDI ARABIA</td>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. GIC</td>
<td>407.00</td>
<td>SINGAPORE</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Qatar Investment Authority</td>
<td>345.00</td>
<td>QATAR</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This list includes sovereign wealth funds established as at January 2021. The IE Sovereign Wealth Research Ranking uses the most updated information available, some figures may differ from data shown in other parts of the Report.

Source: IE Sovereign Wealth Research (2021) with information obtained from funds’ annual reports and websites. In their absence, we relied on estimates from Bloomberg, Global SWF, Sovereign Wealth Center.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sovereign Wealth Fund</th>
<th>Assets under Management ($bn, US dollars)</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Established</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Investment Fund</td>
<td>325.00</td>
<td>SAUDI ARABIA</td>
<td>1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temasek Holdings</td>
<td>306.00</td>
<td>SINGAPORE</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Corporation of Dubai</td>
<td>251.57</td>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mubadala Investment Company</td>
<td>232.20</td>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Wealth Fund</td>
<td>177.61</td>
<td>RUSSIA</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea Investment Corporation</td>
<td>137.10</td>
<td>SOUTH KOREA</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Fund</td>
<td>99.63</td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska Permanent Fund</td>
<td>69.44</td>
<td>USA - ALASKA</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Development Fund</td>
<td>68.00</td>
<td>IRAN</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samruk-Kazyna</td>
<td>67.43</td>
<td>KAZAKHSTAN</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libyan Investment Authority</td>
<td>67.00</td>
<td>LIVYA</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Oil Fund of Republic of Kazakhstan</td>
<td>61.12</td>
<td>KAZAKHSTAN</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Permanent School Fund</td>
<td>46.52</td>
<td>USA - TEXAS</td>
<td>1854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emirates Investment Authority</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Investment Agency</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>BRUNEI</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Oil Fund of the Republic of Azerbaijan</td>
<td>43.22</td>
<td>AZERBAIJAN</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman Investment Authority</td>
<td>42.62</td>
<td>OMAN</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai Holding</td>
<td>35.39</td>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai World</td>
<td>34.06</td>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sovereign Wealth Fund</th>
<th>Assets under Management ($bn, US dollars)</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Established</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turkey Wealth Fund</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>TURKEY</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand Superannuation Fund</td>
<td>30.47</td>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico State Investment Council</td>
<td>26.96</td>
<td>USA - NEW MEXICO</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khazanah Nasional - Commercial Fund</td>
<td>17.78</td>
<td>MALAYSIA</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timor-Leste Petroleum Fund</td>
<td>17.69</td>
<td>TIMOR-LESTE</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund</td>
<td>17.59</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain Mumtalakat Holding Company</td>
<td>16.80</td>
<td>BAHRAIN</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland Strategic Investment Fund</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>IRELAND</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondo de Reserva de Pensions</td>
<td>10.79</td>
<td>CHILE</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondo de Estabilidad Económica y Social</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>CHILE</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Direct Investment Fund</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>RUSSIA</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China-Africa Development Fund</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Wyoming Mineral Trust Fund</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>USA - WYOMING</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota Legacy Fund</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>USA - NORTH DAKOTA</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec’s Generations Fund</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heritage and Stabilization Fund</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pula Fund</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>BOTSWANA</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bpifrance</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Investment and Infrastructure Fund</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>INDIA</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sovereign Wealth Fund</td>
<td>Assets under Management ($bn, US dollars)</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Capital Investment Corporation</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>VIETNAM</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf Investment Corporation</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>KUWAIT</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundo Soberano de Angola</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>ANGOLA</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama Trust Fund</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>USA - ALABAMA</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDP Equity</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>ITALY</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho Endowment Fund</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>USA - IDAHO</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ithmar Capital</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>MOROCCO</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria Sovereign Investment Authority</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>NIGERIA</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana Education Quality Trust Fund</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>USA - LOUISIANA</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnership Fund</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondo de Ahorro de Panamá</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>PANAMA</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondo Mexicano del Petróleo - Reserva Largo Plazo</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia Future Fund</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FONSIS</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>SENEGAL</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia Investment Authority</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>INDONESIA</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestine Investment Fund</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>PALESTINE</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue Equalization Reserve Fund</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>KIRIBATI</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Generations Fund</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>BAHRAIN</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana Heritage Fund</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>GHANA</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sovereign Wealth Fund</th>
<th>Assets under Management ($bn, US dollars)</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Established</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Development and Social Fund</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>MALTA</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondo de Ahorro y Estabilización</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>COLOMBIA</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sovereign Fund of Egypt</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>EGYPT</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Heritage Fund</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>MONGOLIA</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COFIDES</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>SPAIN</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agaciro Development Fund</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>RWANDA</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana Stabilization Fund</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>GHANA</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia Future Fund</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>USA - WEST VIRGINIA</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Investment Corporation</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>KAZAKHSTAN</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intergenerational Trust Fund</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>NAURU</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Resource Fund</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>GUYANA</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum Revenue Investment Reserve</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>UGANDA</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Fund for Hydrocarbon Reserves</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>MAURITANIA</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fund for Future Generations</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>EQUATORIAL GUINEA</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Wealth Fund</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>TURKS &amp; CAICOS</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Territories Heritage Fund</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fonds Gabonais d'Investissements Stratégiques</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>GABON</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fondo para la Estabilización Macroeconómica</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>VENEZUELA</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fonds de Stabilisation des Recettes Budgétaires et Réserve pour Générations Futures</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Sovereign Wealth Funds 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sovereign Wealth Fund</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Established</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87. Fondo de Estabilización Fiscal</td>
<td>PERU</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88. Permanent Fund for Future Generation</td>
<td>SÃO TOMÉ E PRÍNCIPE</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89. National Investment Fund</td>
<td>CYPRUS</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90. Oil Revenue Stabilization Fund</td>
<td>SOUTH SUDAN</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91. Turkmenistan Stabilization Fund</td>
<td>TURKMENISTAN</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92. Zimbabwe Sovereign Wealth Fund</td>
<td>ZIMBABWE</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93. Papua New Guinea SWF</td>
<td>PAPUA NEW GUINEA</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94. Savings and Stabilization Fund</td>
<td>SURINAME</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95. Fund for Israel Citizens</td>
<td>ISRAEL</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Potential new funds**

| 96. South Africa                                           | SOUTH AFRICA      |             |
| 97. Lebanon                                                | LEBANON           |             |
| 98. Kenya                                                  | KENYA             |             |
| 99. Mozambique                                             | MOZAMBIQUE        |             |
| 100. Namibia                                               | NAMIBIA           |             |

### Total Assets under Management

$9.07 trillion

**These 22 funds were not established when this edition went to press. The establishment is currently discussed. Law Proposed: A law to manage the SWF has been proposed for debate, the SWF is not operational yet.
Spain is one of the main destinations for foreign direct investment (FDI) in the world, ranking 11th globally, with a $751 billion accumulated stock at the end of 2019 according to UNCTAD. The evolution of the FDI in Spain in recent years has been very positive. In 2020, the global FDI collapsed, due to the pandemic, and fell more than 42% compared to 2019, according to UNCTAD. In comparison, in the first 9 months of the year, Spain’s FDI has contracted 13%, with respect to the same period in 2019. Part of this story is due to international private equity funds, which continued betting on Spain. In 2020, even in the midst of the pandemic, Spain registered the third best year in historical terms with investments that amounted to €5.5 billion. Particularly interesting is the evolution of the venture capital segment, where foreign funds represent now 70% of the total investment in startups, and that in 2020 exceeded its historical record.

Sovereign wealth funds have increased their operations with Spanish companies between January 2019 and September 2020. At least 9 different sovereign funds invested in Spanish companies. In these 21 months, sovereign wealth funds made 12 direct investments valued at €1.3 billion. The sovereign investment pace in the country is maintained compared to the 2019 Report, demonstrating significant resilience in a year marked by the pandemic and the entry barriers to state-backed foreign capital throughout the European Union. Among the operations, the 4 carried out by Sopef (Spain-Oman Private Equity Fund) stand out, in addition to the alliances of Spanish companies with international sovereign wealth funds: a new one, that announced of Grifols with the Public Investment Fund of Saudi Arabia and another consolidated and very active, that of Naturgy (through its subsidiary Global Power Generation) with the Kuwait Investment Authority.

We analyze first these two alliances. The first international alliance focuses on Grifols’ core business (products derived from blood plasma) in a country undergoing a strong economic model transformation. Thus, Grifols and PIF signed a letter of intent for the joint development of plasma centers and production facilities in Saudi Arabia[1]. The project will be articulated through a new company (joint venture) jointly owned by Grifols and PIF.

This agreement would allow Grifols to strengthen its presence in the Gulf region and, at the same time, to strengthen the health system of the Saudi Kingdom. As we have commented on previous occasions, this logic of investing-and-learning, or investment to foster development, continues to find an ally in Spanish companies. For the Spanish company, the arrival of foreign partners is also an incentive for its internationalization towards regions where business access can be more complex.

The second alliance that we highlight this year refers to the continued investment of Global Power Generation. This company is 75% owned by Naturgy and 25% by the Kuwait Investment Authority, through its subsidiary Wren House Infraestructure. GPG is activating its ambitious investment plan in new wind farms, with a particular emphasis on Australia.

This alliance was already analyzed in the 2016 Report, as it dates back to 2015. Since then, GPG’s investments have been gaining a greater role within the Spanish energy company. In the Aussie country, GPG already has an installed capacity that exceeds 700 MW and aims to manage close to 1,300 MW in the next two years, becoming one of the two most important independent producers in the country. In total, today GPG controls more than 1,360 MW in hydroelectric, solar and wind power. The commitment to renewable energy is strengthened with the sale of the natural gas distribution networks that Naturgy had in Chile, sold to the Chinese State Grid for an amount close to 250 million. MCH is the Spanish private equity firm that bought the company from Carlyle for an amount close to 250 million. MCH and Ardian acquired 80% of the company from Carlyle for an amount close to 250 million. MCH is the Spanish private equity firm that was awarded the public tender to manage Sopef.

A few months later, in November 2020, Sopef became a shareholder in Haizea Wind Group, an international industrial group based in Bilbao, mainly dedicated to the manufacturing of wind towers and foundations for offshore towers. Among its clients, large wind power manufacturers: Vestas, Siemens Gamesa, Nordex Acciona or General Electric. Interesting is the logic of this investment from a country, Oman, which receives almost 70% of its public revenues from oil and natural gas. As in other countries in the region, the need to reduce dependence on oil and diversify the production model may explain Oman’s interest in the renewable energy sector. In addition, the sector has received both regulatory and social support, and its growth prospects are increasingly positive. For Oman, the investment allows access to the Haizea operations and learn more about a sector that will take on increasing weight also in the economies that today are fed by oil.

The third investment, in the Valencian TCI Cutting, was closed in January 2020. It is a company founded in 2001, with a leading technology in industrial cutting machinery using laser and water. It is a sector, as in the case of Haizea, very close to the technological evolution of the industry, the so-called Industry 4.0 with a very high digitization and automation component. This company is a benchmark in Europe for cutting with laser technology and its international arrival covers sectors such as aeronautics, naval, automotive or defense, among others. The same logic of investment and learning is manifested in the case of Oman, which needs to generate a certain industrial fabric in an economy closely linked to hydrocarbons that are less and less profitable due to their extraction costs.

The fourth and last investment occurred in September 2020. Symborg, founded in 2009, is based in a different Spanish region: Murcia. Sopef invested in the leader in research and development of biotechnology and agricultural innovation, with a presence in more than 50 countries. Symborg researches and develops bio stimulants and biofertilizers based on microorganisms. Again, a sector linked to the United Nations sustainability objectives, which helps to boost agricultural production and quality while reducing the use of nitrogen fertilizers. In Oman, the agricultural sector accounts for 2.5% of GDP, although until the discovery of oil in the second half of the 1960s, almost 70% of GDP was agricultural. Food security is one of the long-term investment vectors for sovereign wealth funds in countries with extreme climates and with a shortage of drinking water.

Therefore, investments in four sectors for the future: food, industry 4.0, renewable energy and biotechnology. A very good letter of presentation of the potential of the Spanish company in four different regions: La Rioja, the Basque Country, Valencia and Murcia. Showing that the international fabric and investment opportunities go beyond Madrid or Barcelona.
In addition to these industrial sectors, Spain witnessed the entry of sovereign capital into the real estate market, with the acquisition of Hotel Edition[7] by an investment vehicle in the hands of GIC (Singapore) and a Dutch pension fund (APG). This fund, called Archer Hotel Capital, has among its assets the Westin Palace, also in Madrid, and the Hotel Arts in Barcelona. All in the luxury segment. The Archer group has paid €220 million to acquire KKH, the historic property. Located in the Plaza de las Comendadoras in Madrid, it was the headquarters of the Monte de Piedad de Madrid, founded in 1702. The hotel will have 200 rooms, so the price per room paid exceeds one million euros, making this operation the most "Expensive" of Spain after Villa Magna, where the Turkish group Dogus paid 1.2 million per room. The hotel sector, key in the Spanish tourism industry, has been exposed to numerous corporate operations, given the tourism restrictions that the world has experienced and that severely affect the Spanish economy.

Institutions

SOVEREIGN WEALTH RESEARCH - IE CENTER FOR THE GOVERNANCE OF CHANGE
www.ie.edu/cgc/

The Sovereign Wealth Research at the IE CGC is a research program focused on sovereign wealth. The program has proven experience and international recognition. The SWR helps to better understand the critical role of sovereign wealth funds and the transformative position they play on technology disruption, sustainable finance, economic development and corporate governance. The program produces annual reports, peer-reviewed papers in top academic journals, training programs, closed-door seminars, and open conversation spaces with sovereign wealth stakeholders.

The Center for the Governance of Change (CGC) is an applied-research, educational institution based at IE University that studies the political, economic, and societal implications of the current technological revolution and advances solutions to overcome its unwanted effects. The CGC produces pioneering impact-oriented research that cuts across disciplines and methodologies to unveil the complexity of emerging technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, Blockchain, and Robotics, and explore its potential threats and contributions to society.

Based at IE University, home of one of the top five business schools in the world according to The Economist, Forbes and The Financial Times.

ICEX
www.icex.es

ICEX Spain Trade and Investment is a public corporation at the national level whose mission involves promoting the internationalization of Spanish companies to support their competitiveness and add value to the economy as a whole, as well as attracting foreign investment to Spain. Its vision is a) to serve as a window of internationalization for Spanish companies, by collaborating with strategic partners, b) to provide high added-value services, meeting customers’ needs, and c) to attract top-quality foreign investment, helping investors to enter Spain and set up activities here. ICEX Spain Trade and Investment renders its services through a network of 31 Provincial and Regional Divisions in Spain along with almost 100 Economic and Trade Offices around the world. It also boasts 16 Business Centers worldwide, offering Spanish companies temporary infrastructure and acting as incubators for internationalization.

ICEX – INVEST IN SPAIN
www.investinspain.org

Within ICEX, Invest in Spain Division’s fulfills its mission with four lines of action: a) Attracting new foreign direct investment projects, especially involving countries, sectors and businesses that show greatest growth potential in Spain, b) Positioning of Spain as an internationalized country boasting extremely competitive resources, business center and international investment as well as being a global platform for access to third markets, c) Promoting an improved business climate and regulatory environment, thereby facilitating business activity in Spain, d) Facilitating collaboration between foreign investors and Spanish companies for the development and expansion of activities in our country.
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